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VP search called off
By Kimberly O'Brien
TNH StafT
The search is over, temporarily.
After months of sifting through applications, the search committee for the vice president of Student Affairs was told about two
weeks ago to halt the search process. The
reason: a hiring freeze.
All administrative positions that are currently vacant have been frozen in an effort to
save about $1 million, according to Dan
DiBiasio, interim vice president for Student
Affairs.
"The economy has just not perked up,"
DiBiasio said. "It's regrettable that we're in
this kind of fiscal situation."
The money saved by the hiring freeze

USNH Board of Trustees
elects new chancellor
By Mark Dagostino
TNH Staff
The University System's Board of Trustees elected a new chancellor last week, and his face may be familiar to some.
Dr. William J. Farrell, president of Plymouth State College for the
past eight years, will move into USNH' s chief executive office on July

l.
"I'mdelightedwiththeselection,"UNHPresidentDaleNitzschke
said Wednesday. "[Farrell] has a great sense of how campuses work."
Farrell will replace USNH Chancellor Claire A. Van Ummersen,
who announced in October she would step down from the post. Van

Chancellor, page 2

Women's tennis
team fights back
By David Olson
TNH Staff
Most students like to relax and maybe catch some sun during
spring break.
But,JaymieHydeplayedtennisin20-degreeConnecticutweather
and Gretchen Goodwin may have been the only student in America to
take her mother to Florida last week-as a tennis partner.
The two students went to extremes during spring break because
women's tennis is back at UNH.
On March 17, two days before spring break, the University agreed
to immediately reinstate the team and develop a long-range plan to
comply with Title IX, a federal law that prohibits sex discrimination in

Tennis, page 28

will be used to help balance the University
budget, which current! y has a $3 to $4 million
shortfall, according to DiBiasio.
Ongoing searches have been halted, including the search to fill the Student Affairs
position, DiBiasio said. But other positions
will also remain vacant, including the dean of
the graduate school, dean of UNH at
Manchester, and dean of libraries, he said.
President Dale Nitzschke said the hiring

freeze should prevent the letting go of currently employed people at UNH.
Nitzschke also said it is his intent to keep
DiBiasio in the interim position for Student
Affairs.
Until the position is filled, DiBiasio said
he will do what he can to maintain and enhance the division for Student Affairs.

Search, page 2

Men's basketball coach ousted.
By Chris York
TNH Sports Staff
Jim Boylan will not be returning to UNH
after three years of coaching Wildcat men's
basketball. The men's athletic department
announced on March 17 that it would not be
extending Boylan 's contract.
On Tuesday, the University named Men's
Athletic Director Gib Chapman head basketball coach, one week after Chapman decided not to renew Boylan's contract and the
University enacted a hiring freeze.

"I don't think it was right," said Marcus
Crosby, a first-year Boylan recruit for the
team. "Something was swept under the rug. I
think it will set the program back for another
year."
UNHPres1aentDaleNitzschkeappointed
Chapman as coach following the hiring freeze.
Nitzschke said he felt the University could
benefit from Chapman's coaching experience
and save money by filling the position with
someone already in the department
Chapman will now serve as both athletic
director and coach.

Boylan, page 28

End of
the road
Wisconsin steals
UNH title dreams,
beats 'Cats 4-2
By Steve Lankier
TNH Sports StafT
UNH's drive toward the NCAA
championships in Albany hit a roadblock last night, as the team fell 4-2 to
the University of Wisconsin Badgers.
In the final period, UNH came
out like a team with 20 minutes left in
the season, but Badger goalie Duane
Derksen would not budge.
The Cats had three power play
opportunities, but were unable to
capitalize as Derksen stopped all their
attempts. UNH go tits best opportunity
of the period at 10:08 as a loose puck
bounced around in the crease in front

Hockey, page 28

•Calling VP search
off will save UNH
money, official says
From page 1

SmaD bees on a tree behind the MUB are a sign of wanner days ahead (Tim Broadrick/rNH Staff
photo).

Karol LaCroix, associate dean of the search, and the only expenses
of Health and Human Services and up to this point had been for mailing
chair of the search committee, said and advertising.
it was Nitzschke's decision to end
The search committee had not
the search after he consulted with made any commitments to candithe Resource Allocation Task dates, she said.
Group. The Task Group meets
"It came as quite a shock to
regularly and makes suggestions to me," said Malinda Lawrence, stuNitzschke about where money dent body president and a member
should be spent or saved.
ef the committee.
According to LaCroix, she and
According to Lawrence, when
the other 16 members of the search the search continues, the original
committee were devastated when candidates - whose resumes will
they heard the search had been can- be kept on file - will be asked if
celled.
they still want to be considered for
LaCroix said she and the search the position.
committee had worked for more
than a year on the search, sifting
LaCroix said the committee felt
through the 156 applications they they could bring a strong candidate
had received for the position and to UNH to fill the position, and was
whittling the number of applicants disappointed when the search
down to five finalists.
couldn't be completed.
"We got to do the hard work
Two screenings had already but never got to see the results,"
been completed when the search LaCroix said.
was cancelled, halting the third
screening that was to bring the canLaCroix said she expects the
didates to UNH for interviewing, search to continue at some point.
she said.
However, Nitzschke said that as
long as the budgetary problems
LaCroix said the committee had continue, the hiring freeze will renot yet reached the expensive part main intact.

•Plym outh State presid ent
chosen as USNH chancellor
From page 1
Ummersen has served as chancellor sioce

1986.
Choosing Van Ummersen 's replacement
from within the system saves money and
allows a smooth transfer of power, according
toJamesYakovakis,chairmanoftheBoardof
Trustees.
"Bill Farrell came to the top of the list,
and everybody agreed he was the one to fill
that role," Yakovakis said. "He's a fine
gentleman, and he's capable of working with
all constitueocies."
A nationwide search would have cost
between $100,000 and $150,000, Yakovakis
said. Having someone within the system take
over as soon as Van Ummersen left would
provide a smooth transition and eliminate the
need to find an interim chancellor, he said.
"We really can't look just to state and
government to solve all of our problems,"
Farrell said. The key to pulling our system
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through tough economic times will be cooperation, he said.
"We can't tum to students and raise their
tuition to solve our problems either," Farrell
said. "And we can't just tum to faculty and
staff and tell them to tighten their belts for the
33rd time."
Farrell's experience at other schools and
knowledge of the New Hampshire system
will help him work through some of the
system's problems, Farrell said, including
severe problems here at UNH.
"Whenever there are tight resources. it's
natural to have bad feelings, and for people to
become frustrated and to tum inward and
fight," hesaid,referring to thecurrentteacher
contract problems. "My job is to bring about
as much cooperation as possible between all
the parties involved."
USNH has a lot of good things going for
it, Farrell said, including a very strong, very
committed faculty on all of the campuses.
Farrell, who currently chairs the state's
Postsecondary Education Commission, said
the state's future depends on the future of
higher education. He is a state delegate to the
New England Board of Higher Education.
Farrell said he was surprised and excited
when approached about the position, but he's
just a little apprehensive about taking it
"For the last eight years I've lived the
college life, and that's what I've always
wanted todo," he said. "Plymouth has become
a home for both me and my wife. I'd planned
to live here the rest of my life."
He and his wife Carol will move to the
Durham area in the next few months to be
closer to his new place of work.
"We know that he shares our goals of

Plymouth State President William J. Farrell takes over post or USNH chancellor on
July 1 (Courtesy photo).
QUALIFICATIONS:
•Served as a~ociate vice president for educational development and research at
University of Iowa from 1975 to 1984.
•Is a 1958 graduate of Marquette University in Milwaukee, and completed a
Master of Business Administration there in 1976.
•Holds a master's degree in English and has a doctorate degree in philosophy from
the University or Wisconsin at Madison.
academic excellence, an improved quality of
life on campus, and positive educational
leadership in New Hampshire," Keene State
College Pr~sidentJudith A. Stumick said in a
prepared statement.
"He's a good colleague and I'm looking
forward to working with him," Nitzschke

added.
Farrell said communication has really
helped the system through many problems.
He said the three current presidents have been
communicating frequently. "And as chancellor I really want to keep that going," he
said.
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Employees take pay cuts
to save co-workers' jobs
By Catherine Fahy
TNH Staff

Instead of watching two of their
colleagues lose their jobs, seven
employees at the Registrar's office
have agreed to pay cuts.
Tentatively, on July 1, the undergraduate Registrar's office and
the Division of Continuing Education office are scheduled to combine
offices. Some officials say the merge
will increase the efficiency of the
Registrar's office and save money.
But the savings were to come
from the elimination of two positions, which won't be needed when
the two offices merge. Instead,

Registrar Stephanie Thomas suggested the pay reductions just before spring break.
"Seven people in the office will
have five to 20 percent taken off;
enough to equal two salaries," said
Thomas, who hopes the pay cuts are
a "temporary measure."
Neil Lubow, associate vice
president for Academic Affairs, said
the plan to combine the two offices
looks good, but is not clear. "The
tricky thing is that this involves
people's jobs," Lubow said.
Joan Jennings, education assistant in the graduate office, also
located in the Registrar's office, is
taking a pay cut. She said that rather
than se,e someone lose their total

Seven employees of the Registrar's ofrace are taking cuts to save
two co-workers' jobs (Lloyd Triggs/TNH Staff' photo).

income, particularly during the recession, she decided she could afford to reduce the time she worked.
Jennings said that her children are
grown and out of college, so it is easier
for her. But, she said, some people in
the office have young children to sup}X)rt. "Anytime you give up salary,
there is an imJEt," she said
Thomas said that some people
who did not take cuts feel guilty
because they couldn't afford to have
their pay cut. Some people in the
office don't even make $13,000 a
Despite her volyear, she said.
untary pay cut, Thomas said the
Registrar's office "should run more
effectively" because of the merge.
Bill Murphy, dean of the Division of Continuing Education, hopes
the merge will provide an increase
in service to undergraduates. But,
he said, he hopes DCE students will
not be disadvantaged by the change,
and that administrative efficiency
will be gained.
"The institution does not have
the funding to meet some of its
obligations to students," Murphy
said. "All c1dministrative units are
being reviewed for efficiency."
Lubow echoed Murphy's comments, remarking that the division
of Academic Affairs is trying to
combine offices or pieces of offices
to alleviate confusion.
Combining the Registrar's office with DCE will enable all students to be handled in one place,
Thomas said.
Undergraduates may someday

The Registrar's office is merging with the Division of Continuing
Education (Lloyd Triggs/TNH Starr photo).
have the benefits that the DCE students have, such as being able to
pay their bills with a credit card,
registering by phone or mail, and
having the office open later than
4:30 p.m. However, these changes
won't be made by September, Thomas said.
Linda Weir, 46, a first semester
DCE student, said registering
through the mail was "less intimi-

Graduate turned Hollywood
produce_r gives $500,000 to
UNH for summer program
By Todd Tukey
TNH Staff
Marcia Peterson Carsey has not forgotten her
roots.
Carsey, a 1966 UNH graduate who majored in
English, has agreed to donate $500,000 to a UNH
summer program for minority high school students.
The donation will allow the special program, the
UNH Select Summer Program in Music and English, to continue for the next three summers. The
money may also cover expenses for other fine art
programs.
The executive producer of such top shows as
"Roseanne," ''The Cosby Show," and "A Different
World," Carsey agreed to the half-a- million-dollar
proposal, which was presented to her by Joseph
Phelan, vice president of alumni and university
relations, and Paul Verrette, associate professor of
music.
Carsey, despite the Hollywood surroundings,
was very down-to-earth, Verrette said.
"She is very natural and unpretentious," Verrette
said. "Any stereotype that you might have of a
Hollywood functionary would be shattered by
meeting Marcy."
As a member of the UNH Foundation, a group

of successful business people who raise money for
the university, Carsey helped the summer program
get off its feet last summer with a donation of $77,000,
said Verrette.
The program is not just geared toward students
with low income families or serious problems, Verrette
pointed out. "If they are chosen, it doesn't mean that
they are poor or disadvantaged. This isn't a remedial
program," he said.
In its second year, the program will expand its
enrollment from 18 students to 30. In order to be
accepted into the program, high school minority
students must submit an application, along with
recommendations and an audio tape. A variety of
students will then be chosen based on a number of
factors including talent, age and income, according
to a document on the summer program.
The program will include activities from the
fields of both music and literature. Last summer, the
students read about musical issues and wrote about
self-discovery. They also went to private lessons,
listened to speeches from various musicians and
artists, attended fieldtrips to places such as
Tanglewood, and participated in a final concert at the
end of the summer, according to the document.
This summer the program's length was expanded
to five weeks, from July 5 to August 9, said Verrette.
TNH Starr photo).

dating," and she would like to see
that benefit extended to everyone.
Sheldon Stein, 41, a former
DCE student, said he received superb guidance from DCE, and he
docs not see how any changes will
affect that
"I don't like to se,e people lose
their jobs," he said. "But improving
efficiency seems to be the thing to
do."

Professor named editor of science journal
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
STILL NEEDS TO FILL THE
FOLLOWING POSITIONS.
TRAINING BEGINS
IMMEDIATELY.

Copy Chief
15-20 hours/week
Stipend Position
Requirements: Completion of or
current enrollment in English 711
(Editing)
Responsibilities: Copy-editing
the Calendar, Sports, Arts and
advertisements.

Arts Editor
15-20 hours/week
Stipend Posttion
Requirements: Completion of
Eng 621 (Newswriting)
Non-requirements, but it would
be nice. .. Eng 711 (Editing),
Aldus PageMaker/Macintosh
experience
Responsibilities: Keeping up
with campus and local music
scene, storming up story ideas,
assigning stories, copy and
concept editing of stories,
working with photo editors for
photos, page layout and
graphic design.

Copy Editors (2)
5-8 hours/week
Hourly paid positon. $4.25/hr.
Stop in or call for an
appointment to take a
copy-editing test.
Requirements:
Completion/enrollment in Eng
711 (editing)
. ResponsibiHties: Copy-editing
news stories. No concept
editing involved.

Production Assistants (2)
10 hours/week
Hourly paid positon. $4.25/hr.
Requirements: Familiarity with
Aldus PageMaker and Paste-up
experience a plus.
Responsibilities: Coordinate
advertisement placement,
layout for classifieds, comics
and news pages.

Graphics Assistants (2)
8 hours/week
Hourly paid positon. $4.25/hr.
Requarements: Familiarity with
Aldus FreeHand and Paste-up
experience a plus.
Responsibilities: Design
conception and execution of
all advertisments.

Graphics Manager
16 hours/week
Stipend Position
Requirements: Experience with
Aldus FreeHand and Paste-up
Responsibilities: Managing staff
of three in design, conception
and execution of all
advertisements. Must meet ad
deadlines.

Ad Office Secretary
10-12 hours/week
Hourly paid position
Learn advertising from behind
the scenes. Calf or stop by
Room 153 in the MUB.
Responsibilities: Typing,
answering the phone, taking
messages and filing.

By Marianne John

TNH Staff
He was attracted to UNH because of the
diversity in the microbiology department. UNH
was attracted to him because of his diverse background as a medical microbiologist in England,
according to his department chair.
Andnow, diversity in his research and writing
has helped bring a prestigious editorship to him.
He is microbiology professor Frank G.
Rodgers, and he will serve a five-year editorial
appointment for the Journal of Clinical Microbiology, one of the journals of the American Society
of Microbiologists (ASM).
Though such appointments usually are not
made until June each year, Rodgers officially
became one of the journal's eight editors on Feb.
17.
"There was a lot of work," explains Rodgers.
"They needed someone to pick the work up. The
journal handles at least 2.000manuscripts a year."
The other seven editors come from medical
schools and public health organizations, Rodgers
says. 'The appointment carries with it a tremendous kudos for the person appointed as well
as the institution the person represents."
Chairperson of the Department of Microbiology Thomas G. Pistole points out that this is the
first time a UNH professor of microbiology has
been named as editor of any of the eight ASM
journals. In addition, Pistole says, Rodgers is the
first among the journal's current and past editors
to be chosen from a school that is not a "medical
school or federal lab of some kind"
The Journal of Clinical Microbiology has an
international audience and is the most widelyread microbiological journal. "It's the most
respected journal of microbiology that I'm aware
of," says Pistole.
Rcxigers, whoarrivedatUNHinJanuary 1985,
is the ooly medical microbiologist at UNH. "He
came to our department with avery extensive career
in microbiology in Fnglam." says Pistole.
Rodgers had been senior microbiologist at
the Central Public Health Lab in London, which
serves the same purpose as the Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta by monitoring the health of the
nation and controlling the spread of disease. He
was also principal microbiologist at the University of Nottingham and taught at that Medical
School.
At the time UNH hired Rodgers. the microbiology department was looking for someone
with background in both electron microscopy
and the pathogenic area, explains Pistole. Rodgers
had impressive credentials in both areas, Pistole
says.
CAREERS TAKE OFF WITH
NH AIR GUARD SKILLS!
Maybe the best answer anywhere to
"What are you doing this weekend?"

•
•
•
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•
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Educational Assistance
Free Technical Training
Worldwide Travel
Satisfaction
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Rodgers cites his experience as a reviewer ogy,ASM has given Rodgers an expense account
for the journal, his membership since 1988 on the to cover such costs as phone calls. The society is
editorial board and his multi-paged list of pub- also funding the hiring of an editorial assistant to
lished studies as factors influencing his appoint- help him.
ment
Rodgers says further payment comes in the
Another factor, according to his wife Chris, opportunity to contribute even more to microbiwho is also Rodgers' editorial assistant. is his ology. As an editor of one of microbiology's
principal journals, he feels he's influencing the
"broad range" of expertise in microbiology.
The types of articles he may be asked to edit direction of the field
include those on bacteriology,
electron microscopy or animal
models ofdisease. But Rodgers
says the list exists only "in
theory," and he could be asked
to edit an article on any topic in
his field.
"The stuff comes to me,"
explains Rodgers, "and I send
manuscripts to two referees
who. under strict anonymity,
review them and send them
back to me."
Rodgers considers the
advice of the reviewers, but
final editorial decisions on any
article he works with are his.
The first article he wrote
didn't receive positive treatment from his supervisor.
Though he was discouraged,
Rodgers kept writing and is
now editing other writers in
microbiology.
"Don't be afraid to take
criticism," he says to student
writers.
Thougheditorsreceiveno Frank Rodgers, a microbiology professor, has been
stipend for their work on the named th.e editor of the Journal ofClinical Microbiology
Journal of Clinical Microbiol- _(c_o_ur_t_es_y_p_h_o_to_)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Brown wins in
Connecticut

Tuesday's primary in Connecticut resulted in a surprising victory for former
California Gov. Jerry Brown. Brown won
with about 38 percent of the vote, with Bill
Clinton close behind with 35 percent of the
vote. Ironically, fonner Sen. Paul Tsongas
received 20 percent of the vote, and exit
polls revealed that he would have won the
primary if he had stayed in the race.

Rudman not to seek
third term
U.S. Sen. Warren B. Rudman of New
Hampshire has decided to call it quits after
12 years of public service. Rudman said
that he would not seek a third term because
"it just became time in my life that I
wanted to do something else. It's that
simple." But Rudman did point out that
what made it simple was the troubling
nature of Washington politics. Rudman
said he was frustrated with the Senate's
inability to deal with things in Congress.

Libya's refusal leads
to U.N. sanctions for
Pan Am bombing
Libya's refusal to tum over two suspects in the 1988 bombing of Pan Am
flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland has
caused the U.S., Great Britain, and France
to press ahead with demands for Security
Council sanctions. U.S. representative to
the U.N., Thomas R. Pickering, said he
would start speeding up discussions about
sanctions with other council members.
Libya has offered to turn over two agents
to the Arab League, which would initiate
an eventual trial in Great Britain or the
United States. Pickering said he was skeptical about the offer.

Nuclear fears in
Eastern Europe
The continuing fear of nuclear missiles falling into the wrong hands has been
joined by a new fear of faulty nuclear
power plants in Eastern Europe. The fear
is that fragile nuclear power plants in the
former Soviet Union and other Eastern
block countries will result in a massive
nuclear accident. Patrick Green, a radiation specialist with Friends of the Earth in
London, said, "It would be a matter of
weeks or months before one really does
blow. It is a very serious situation that
needs to be addressed."

Compiled by George Stafford from
newspaper reports.
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Nitzschke told to fight ROTC policy
President says army discriminates against homosexuals
By Tammy West
TNH Staff
The Academic Senate passed a motion
Monday urging UNH President Dale
Nitzschke to take a stand against ROTC's
policies toward homosexuals.
According to ROTC's enrollment eligibilities for officer training, "... Homosexuality is incompatable with military service."
The senate's motion states that Nitzschke
should act either alone or with other university presidents to "eliminate discrimination
based on 'sexual orientation' from the personnel policies of the Department of Defense."
Francine Hall, chair of the ROTC Board
of Governors, said the motion will require
Nitzschke to take a stand against the U.S.
Department of Defense policies.
She said Nitzschke will be joining over a
hundred other University presidents who are
fighting theDeparunentofDefense 's policies.
The senate hopes its motion will make
the policies of the U.S. Department of Defense
consistent with UNH's nondiscrimination
policies.
"I think that there is a spirit in this school
to uphold all nondiscrimination policies,"
said Francine Hall, chair of the ROTC Board
of Governors, at Monday's senate meeting.
Nitzschke said he has joined other university presidents in writing to the Department
of Defense to end what he called discrimination against homosexuals in the ROTC
officer programs.
"We all have the collective desire to
strike down this policy because we feel that it
is discriminatory," said Nitzschke.
Lt. Col. Jeffrey Kimball said students
who want to become ROTC officers must
complete all the military science courses and
do advanced training.
Students must also "maintain a physical
character," Kimball said. Criminal
moral
and
records are taken into account, Kimball added.
Before the motion to urge the president
to take a stance about allowing homosexuals
to participate in ROTC officer programs, was
presented to the Academic Senate, a committee was formed to see if the exclusion of
homosexuals in ROTC violated University
policy. The committee is made up of the
ROTC Board of Governors, Chris BurnsDiBiasio, directorof Affirmative Action, and
John Lacourse, chair of the Academic Senate.
In a letter to the committee, David
Watters, an associate professor of English,
asked that the ROTC program be investigated
to determine if it is in violation of UNH's
non-discrimination policies.
The committee reviewed documents such
as UNH's policy on non-discrimination,
DepartmentofDefensedirectives, letters from
campus groups and members of the UNH
community.
According to Hall, the committee concluded that the presence of ROTC programs
is not a violation because the University does
not administer the program.
The University does not administer the
program and military personnel are not employed by the University, Hall said.
"Our policies cover University people,"
Hall said. "Military service people are not
University people."
Hall said the University's non-discrimination policies only cover organizations
administered by the University. ROTC is
administered by the military, she said.
"It was the spirit of the whole thing,"
Hall said. "I feel good about it, though. We,

as a community need to appreciate the diversity on campus and articulate that support."
"ROTC is not a soldier program, it is a
leadership development program," she said . .
"Leadership is not limited to heterosexuals
only. There are lots of outstanding leaders in
the gay community also. Changing this policy
is a responsible act on part of the University
community. But, change comes slowly, very

slowly."
Jamie Lamone of the Campus Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Association (CGLBA)
said she was pleased with the Academic
Senate's decision.
"We 're excited, the president is going
forth to do something for the gay and lesbian
community on campus." said Lisa Couture, a
CGLBA member.

Wildcat fans show their support for UNH at last week's Hockey East rmals in the
Boston Garden (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).
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UNH discovery could be a medical break throug h
Professor and students look at the cause of a certain type of cancer
cancer-causing protein, called
an"Src," that may help to explain
the cause of Raus Sarcoma cancer.
"I think it's probably one of the
most important observations that
has happened in cancer research in
years," said Professor Donald
Green, head of the biochemistry
and molecular biology department.
Laudano insists his discovery
is not a cure for cancer. It's just one
of the many proteins that cause cancer." According to him, many
people, including television station

By Jacqueline Wade
TNH Staff
A team of researchers in the
UNH biochemistry department has
made a discovery that may bring
scientists one step closer to finding
the cause of a particular kind of
cancer.
Assistant professor Andrew
Laudano and his graduate and undergraduate team have found an
"on-off' switch in a certain kind of
■

RANOEIS

UNIV.IISITY

-rr Summer at Brandeis University

periment Station. He was joined by
two former graduate students Robert
Roussel and Scott Brodeur.
It turned out that UNH researchersdiscovered what scientists
all over the country had been
searching for - the reason why the
phosphate tail turns off the Src
protein.
"Src" was discovered by
Peyton Rous in connection with a
virus that caused tumors in chickens
in 1911, according to Laudano.
Since that time, researchers
have been studying Src to try to
understand what made this par-

Session I: June 1-July 3/Session II: July 6-August 7
• Pre-medical Sciences
• Foreign Languages: intensive,
on-campus and overseas
• Theater Arts
• Near-Eastern and Judaic Studies
• Chamber Music Workshop

• Liberal Arts
• Small Classes Taught By Brandeis
Faculty
• 10 miles from Boston

For information, catalog and application:

=:::..,..

E. w

and
Spec

Channel 9, have called his findings
a cure for cancer.
"He is not one to say how great
his work is. He's modest but it's
significant and we need to let people
know about it because it has major
implications," said Stacia Sower,
an associate professor affiliated with
both the zoology department and
the biochemistry department.
Laudano began work on this
project about five years ago. His
research grants were from the
American Cancer Society and the
New Hampshire Agricultural Ex-

Scftool of
.....

....,.1ldwool

Offlce•Btalldels Unlwnllr
P.O. Box 9110• Wallharrt, MA 022548110 • (817) 73AG1
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In THE 90 5
YOU nEED maRE
THHn THE BASICS
TO BET In TO BRHD SCHOOL
THE FOUR Rs
-READING

- 'RITHMETIC

- 'RITING

- li1ONKIN

CLASSES

GR E:

STARTING

3/28-5/30,

3/31-6/2,

NOW
4/1-6/3

GM AT: 4/11-6/13, 4/14-6/16,
LS AT: 4/4-6/6, 4/7-6/9, 4/8-6/1

ticular protein, which is also found milestone."
in humans, cause cancer. Laudano
Doctor James Stewart, associand his crew made a major step in ate dean of research for the College
answering this question. They es- of Life Sciences and Agriculture,
sentially found its "on-off' cancer said that the Dean's office was very
causing switch, according to pleased with Laudano's success.
Laudano.
According to Stewart, Laudano is
"A normal Src cell has a "a very top notch researcher" who
phosphate tail which acts as its on- discovered a .. potentially useful
off switch," Laudano said. He said finding."
that he and his graduate researchers
"The national bioscience
worked on synthesizing a phosphate community, which is small, knows
tail chemically that could be added that Laudano did this and that he is
to the Src cell and in effect tum off from UNH. So, secondarily UNH
its cancer-causing mechanism.
gets extra recognition but the em"Basically biting its own tail" phasis is always on the researcher
was the metaphor Laudano chose to himself," said Stewart.
describe the process. The chemical
Andrew Laudano certainly
phosphate tail is "acting as a paci- stands out as an outstanding part of
fier to keep [the Src protein] inac- the faculty both as a researcher and
tive."
a teacher, " said Sower.
Though Laudano's finding is a
He said that he did much of the
small piece in the intricate world of lab work for the research but that
cancer research, Green explained the undergraduates in the departthat "everything in science is a ment helped with a lot of the prep
building block upon a building work and that sometimes that was
block. This is just an important taken for granted. "They deserve a
building block."
lot of credit. UNH is very good at
Sower said "He hasn't found training undergraduate students."
the cure but if people find a cure
because of this then it's a significant

Universi ty of New Hampsh ire
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Which movie should win an Academy
Award for the "Best Picture of the Year"?

Liz Fotheringham
Freshman
Undeclared

Ursula Sutton
Junior
Anthropology

Mary Beth Mills
Senior
Psychology

"'Silence of the Lambs' because being what my major is,
it was an interesting perspective."

'"SilenceoftheLambs'becausethey didsuchagreatjob
of depicting the actual criminal mind and the deviant psychology of it all."

Jon McCormack
Junior
International Affairs/
English

"'Silence of the Lambs' because it made me really tense,
which was exactly what it was supposed to do."

"'Barton Fink' because it had a good ending."

"Barton Fink, "the
black sheep offlic1f

il

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS

iii!

By Ryan Mercer
TNH Staff

Opinion
So which picture is going to win the
academy award this year? My personal bid
is going to have to be for "Barton Fink. "Not
many people know about this movie because,
for one, there are no flashy T.V ads for it or
any elaborate ads in the paper. This film is
one of those "B" kind of films that doesn't
get much attention, but never-the-less is
one of the better films you could see.
Everyone's attention this year seems to be
on the "big" pictures this year such as "Silence of The Lambs" and .other big money
movies. This is the way it is every year,
however. Only recently have the smaller
more independent movie makers such as
Spike Lee started to grab the public's attention with movies that actually say something. Mostmoviesthesedaysareformulated
to do one thing, make money. To do this,
they generally by-pass the importance of a
message and substitute it for whatever will
sell, which in the past has been mainly sex
and violence. Well, if any of you saw "Barton
Fink" you might think that there is little
comparison. Not quite. Yes that picture had
a wee bit of sex and just a little violence, but

"'Beauty and the Beast' because it was a cartoon and it
was cool."

'"Thelma and Louise' because I thought it was a great
movie. I liked the actresses, script, plot..."

John Goldthwaite
Junior
Business
Administration

Pat Armstrong
Junior
Philosophy

NTHE~POT

it was different It portrayed its mvffffi¢~~::
in a bizarre, wacked kind of wayFiftold·
stories about following your heart
ing in those you can believe in, or thirfWJij;:
can believe in. It was a movie that pol(ijffijij:
at the big movie machines and th~uf di.(~:. ,
attempt to produce som·ething sign~fjfant(
Now I'm not knocking some of the ':~et; =
pictures, in fact some of them were }~a.Uy::
good. "Silence Of The Lambs" and my f~vt>i:-~: :
ite, "Beauty And The Beast", were fan~tj~'-:
movies that brought home a unique me~e" :
in perhaps some different packaging. Wif~
used to seeing movies thar are packed f@. o(°
"action," which is increasingly becotij)il}g;.
paired with "violence." Almost all moviesot(
now have somebody killing or trying to.'lj!i°'
someoneelse.Even "Bambi" has a murder.or
two in il "Barton Fink" is no exception:
Something about it is differ~~ Jl9.Wm'~r.
This film did not glorify the\~lµa!i~ it
portrayed, but rather cast them JWICtight of
gloom and sadness. For Barton~ hot following his true beliefs and feelings)e/ad to the
destruction of his world and ftj~nf}1/.hich, in
his eyes, his greatest achievetµt~t :was accomplished. In comparison, h~f ijhperiors
thought it his worst. An interestM'g\~ontrast.
One man's trash is another'.s treasure. I guess.
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AWARD CEREMONY WILL BE AIRED
MARCH 30th ON ABC
Graphic by Jonathan D. Green
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Student concerns come out in the open
The need for , ore space, recognition brought up in panel discussion
By Pam Briggs
TNH Staff'
A lack of space and respect
were two concerns non-traditional
students recently voiced to other
campus leaders and administrators.
The concerns were raised in a
roundtable discussion held on
March 12 as part of Non-Tradi-

tional Student Awareness Week.
At the discussion, the students
said they needed more space in the
MUB to accommodate the newly
formed Non-Traditional Student
Organization. They said they were
also concerned about how they were
perceived on campus.
"It's time we educate the entire
University population," said Frank
Whitty, co-director of the Non-
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1().1

SAT
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Although the students attending the discussion said they've had
many positive experiences al UNH,
they said they were still concerned
about the way the rest of the campus
perceives them.
Whitty said he felt he had to
achieve higher standards than other
students in one particular class.
"It is an issue of faculty sensitivity," Whitty said.
Whiuy also cited an incident in
which he was mistaken for the
professor the first day of classes and
asked to sign a drop/add sheet.
"Once students observe me in
class, they realize I'm just another
student," Whiuy said.
"A non-traditional student
would like to be perceived as a
student," Pank said.
"These things matter to you
and are not just sour grapes," said

j>RiifiwoRKs
• Custom T, hirts & Imprinted ~purtswcar
• Promotional Advertising
Phone
• Full,Color Brochures
Portsmouth
• Signs & Banner.

Dan DiBiasio, interim vice president for Student Affairs. "You need
Lo let u know they mauer. We arc
sharing how this place feel•.''
Non-traditional students return to
chool to become competitive in
the job market and to finish something they've always wanted to
complete, said Tucker.
One difference between a nontraditional and a traditional student
is that a non-traditional student's
decision to attend the University i
based on an accumulation of life
experiences, said Tucker.
"It is a disruption of the path
they have been on," she said.
One fear some non-traditional student experience upon returning to
school is how their family member
will deal with the change, according
to Tucker.
Whiuy said he had a fear of
failure upon returning to the classroom.
About 16 people attended the
discussion, including seven nontraditional students, Betsy Parente,
assistant director of Student Activities, William Murphy, dean of
Continuing Education, and a representative from the Academic
Senate and the Student Senate.

431 8319
1

SUN

12-5

SID
:NANCY

-

Traditional Student Organization.
At UNH, 10 percent of the
undergraduate population is over
age 24 and is considered non-traditional, according to Janet Tucker,
director of advising and career services at the Division of Continuing
Education.
Esther Pank, a non-traditional
student, said the present space in
the commuter transfer center docs
not meet the needs of non-traditional
students.
"We need to be able to make
contact with one another," Whitty
added.
Previously, non-traditional
students had space, but the area did
not receive a lot of use because of its
isolated location, Whitty said. The
space was eliminated because it
appeared non-traditional students
did not need it, according to Whitty.

"A savage
Love-story.~'

Sunday

APRIL29
7 p.m. &
9:30 p.m.
Strafford Rm.
MUB.

e
e

$1 full time
undergraduate s
w/ID.
$2 anyone else.

e

IJlrAk~~~~~R~!~ _______,_·__
8pr1ng Wee k set for Apri l
TH_E_NE_W_HA_MP_S_H_IRE_
. FR_IDA_Y_M_AR_C_H_27._19_92_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•

Fewerchild renin
poverty in NH

According to the "Kids Count Data
Book: State Profiles of Child Well-Being," New Hampshire is ranked second in
the nation for children living out of poverty. The report states that in 1979, 9.4
percent of children in New Hampshire
were living in poverty, but from 1986-90
only 5.8 percent The national level during
1979 was 16 percent and 19 .5 percent in
1986-90.
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Organizers hope for a successful response to planned events
8 y Sue Robinson
TNH Staff

Ferris wheels, black jack, fireworks and
a drive in movie will bring Spring spirit closer
to UNH students at the end of April.
The Students Activity Fee Council approved a $14,810 budget Tuesday for the
third annual Spring Weekend to be held April
22-25, sponsored by the Campus Activity
Board.
The budget was originally proposed at
almost $4,000 higher, but was decreased by
cutting out an advertising blimp, a band, a
round-up ride, and some prizes.
The round-up, which is a ride that tilts
The Portsmouth Police are looking
on its side and quickly spins its riders, howfor a man who allegedly raped a Kittery
ever, will be included in the festivities because
woman early Sunday morning. The 29three groups joined together to raise money
year-old victim was taken to Portsmouth
for it
Regional Hospital, where she was treated
The office of residential programs, the
and released. The man has been described
office of student activities, and Dan DiBiaso
as a white male in his early forties, about 6
raised the $2,000 necessary to bring the ride
feet tall and 205 lbs. He has short sandyto the carnival. There was a question about
colored hair and stubble for a beard. He
whether the person with the Ferris wheel
was wearing jeans, high-top work boots,
would attend the carnival if UNH did not also
and a shirt or jacket. The suspect was last
pay for the round-up, according to sophomore
seen running toward State Street from the
Tim Jesser, a student senator.
American Legion parking lot- where the
Spring Weekend is scheduled to start
alleged rape took place.
Wednesday, April 22, with a show in the
MUB Pub sponsored by Williamson and
Christensen Halls, said Ron Davis, the special events coordinator of CAB. The show
will feature a group called High Jinx and a
man who teaches totally useless human skills,
he said.
Thursday, April 24, brings a spoof of a
game show to the MUB Pub that will be
sponsored by a university student organizaThe first man to enter the race for
tion. The group has not yet been decided
governor is Ned Helms. Helms, a Demoupon.
crat, is using what he calls a "Team New
CAB will host a MUB Extravaganza on
Hampshire" concept, and promises to
Friday, April 24. It will include Karaoke in
shape and lead the state into the 21st centhe MUB Pub, sponsored by Residential
tury. Helms,46, is a former state DemoPrograms and Inter-Residence Organization.
cratic party chairman and a former state
Students will be able to play a variety of
health and welfare commissioner. He is
casino games with play money, including
now President of a health-care consulting
roulette, and black jack on Friday at Casino
firm.
Night in the Granite State Room. Free refreshments will also be served.
"[The students] can play as much or as
little as they want to," Davis said. The tickets
cost $2, he said. "Once the 'gambling' is over,
students will be able to 'purchase' tickets,
which will go into a huge barrel and the
winners for the various prizes will be drawn."
"We want to offer big prizes, prizes that
will attract the students, like a portable CD
player, a stereo or a television," Davis said.
Lynn Jennings, of Newmarket, won
"[Casino Night] should be a fun night for
the 20th IAAF World Cross Country
all," Davis said.
Championship on Saturday at Boston's
On Saturday,April 25, a carnival will offer
Franklin Park. This was Jennings' third
prizes, entertainment, food, as well as a Ferris
straight World Cross Country Championwheel, which CAB feels "will both attract
ship victory. Jennings passed Ireland's
people and add to the overall carnival atmoCatherina McKineran just I 00 meters from
sphere."
the finish line to win with a time of 21
"Last year, we had a carnival, which was
minutes, 16 seconds. McKineran came in
a huge success," Davis said. "This year we
second, only two seconds behind, and
want to bring it back, but we want to enhance
Albertina Dias of Portugal came in third.
it" The cami val will last two hours longer
Compiled by George Stafford
than the one last year, running from I I a. m. to
from newspaper reports.
5p.m.
On Saturday night, the traditional drivein movie and the fireworks show, which
Ad associate meeting on April 1st,
MUSO is sponsoring in conjunction with
5:30-6:30p.m., Room 153, MUB.
CAB, will again be held. The movies will be
"Ferris Buellerts Day Off' and "The Rocky
Learn about the world of
Horror Picture Show." This event will be
advertising from the smoothestfree.
run ad department at UNH.
CAB will contact different student or-

Woman raped in
Kittery, police still
looking for suspect

Helms announces
candidacy and
"Team New
Hampshire"

Newmarket woman
wins World Cross
Country
Championship

Frisbee throwers enjoy the arrival of spring (Tim Broadrick/fNH Staff photo).
ganii.ations to see if they would like to participate or to sell something at the carnival.
There will be a 25 cents charge for tickets
with which students can purchase food or
rides.
"When we spoke about it to a variety of
people, they really seemed enthused and

psyched for such an event on campus," Davis
said. "We think it will overall be a really good
time."
"There has always been a large turn out
and we feel that the same will nold true for
this year," Davis said.

The Student Senate Brings You ...

(jubernatoria[

For um '92
See democratic candidates for

Governor of New Hampshire

Tuesday, March 31st
7:00 p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB
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Council says no to coalition
SAFC denies membership to diversity group

with some of the most
interesti ng and exciting groups
on campus
Gain leadersh ip experien ce
Become a member of your
STUDEN T GOVER NMENT
Apply to be Chairpe rson of
the student activity fee
council!
Applica tions are availabl e in
the Student Senate office, RM
130 in the MUB and are due
by April 7,. 1992
For more inforl)lation, call the
Student Senate ·office at 2-1494
and ask for Jayne

BySueRobi~
TNH Staff

S ~ has at something like the Winter Carnival
where it spends $20,00), Heath said.
"It makes no ~nsc," Heath said.
"InPFO, we didn't know if we would have the
money," said Ron Baisden of the African American
Student Alliance. If the coalition was a SAFC
member, itsmemrers would know the organizations
had furxiing, he said
But Gavin Behrman, WUNH business manager and S~ member, was skeptical. "I can sec
that we have a lot to offer you as SAFC. But what
can youoffcrus?"he asked members of the coalition
at the meeting.
Though the council expressed support for the
idea of the coalition, it rejected several aspects of the
coalition's argwnent for memrership.
"It's a good idea but it's the wrong way to go
al:out it," said Chuck Roy, a SAFC student senator.
SAFC members were concerned that the new
organization didn't have a history of success.
'The Diversity Support Coalitionhasn 't proven
to me that it's organized," Roy said 'The idea itself
is so brand new; it hasn 'L been around long enough."
Only one SAFC mcmrer spoke up in favor of
the Diversity Support Coalition's membership to
S~. "I say give them some money to let them
run," said Shawna Sipe, TNH's business manager.
"You say, let them run on their own for a year. Well,
how are they suppose to run on their own with no
money? This is a really good idea and I am in favor
ofit"
With all of the criticism, tensions flared in the
room
"I sec a lot of people getting angry," Behrman
said,'That's the wrong attitude. I think [the Diversity Support Coalition] is an important part of the
University, but I think you don't need funding right

The student activity fcecoW1Cil (SAFC) voted
Thursday to deny giving membership to the Diversity Support Coalition, a move that hurts the
coalition'schancesofgetting fuming throughSAFC.
The coalition is made up of five minority
groupsoncampus.Beforethecoalitionwasfooned,
each group sought fuming on its own.
s~ memrers vot.ed 12 to 3 to shoot down the
coalition's attempt to gain membership.
The final decision on whether oc not the coalition will be able to receive f~g through SAFC
will be made at Sunday's student senate meeting.
Council mcmrers cited the group's newness
and lack of organization as reasons foc denying it
membership.
The Diversity Support Coalition is made up of
five groups on campus: the African American Alliance; the Campus Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Alliance
(CGLBA); the Native American Cultural Association (NACA); the Hispanic student organization;
and the Jewish student organization (Hillel).
The coalition, introouced at the meeting by
Juan Heath of NACA, would provide diversity
awareness, information, and communication to the
University community.
Individually, the groups have been denied
fuming in the past because SAFC said they don't
represent enough peq,le, Heath said "So we reveloped thecoalitioo to be much troader,"he added.
Each mvidual group must go through the
Programming Funding Organization (PFO) before
obtaining finis foc activities. Groups in S ~ are
given a budget with which they have an allotted
amount of money to work with, accmling to Heath. now."
Heath said NACA has more people at its pow'ihe coalition, though, should stay together
wows, where the organization spends $800, than without SAFC funding," Behrman said.

Ju st Do It
You Make the Choice

Come meet the candidates running for
STUD ENT BODY PRESIDENT &
STUD ENT BODY VICE
PRESIDENT
and decide who you want leading the student
body next year.

Meet the Candidates
Monday March 30, 1992 7:00p.m.
Wednesday, April 1, 1992 7:00 p.m. Stoke
Williamson Hall - Weight Room
Hall - Games Room
Thursday, April 2, 1992 6:30 p.m. MUB- Senate Room
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Jason M. Weatherbee, 20, of 36 Lexington
St., Dover, was arrested by Durham Police on
Feb. 27 and charged with receiving stolen
property. Weatherbee was scheduled to appear in court on March 24.

A coat valued at $100 was reported stolen
from Dimond Library on March 12.

Thomas P. Giuliano, 20, of Stoke Hall was
arrested by Universily Police on March 12
and charged with criminal trespassing.
Giuliano is scheduled to appear in court on
Charles D. Thibodeau, 21, of 7 Clara St., April 14.
Exeter, was arrested by Durham Police on
March 6 and charged with drunk driving. Bradley R. Whitney, 20, of Stoke Hall, was
Thibodeau was scheduled to appear in court arrested by University Police on March 12
and charged with criminal restraint. Whitney
on March 24.
is scheduled to appear in court on April 14.
Craig J. Clark, 20, of 13 Bryant St., Wakefield,
Mass., was arrested by Durham Police on Mark E. Rogers, 27, of P--4 Forest Park,
March 7 and charged with simple assault and Durham, was arrested by University Police on
license prohibitions. Clark was scheduled to March 13 and charged with being a fugitive
appear in court on March 24.
from justice and possession of a hypodennic
needle. Rogers is scheduled to appear in court
Ronald A. Allen, 42, of 11 Linda Ave., Dover, on March 20.
was arrested by Durham Police on March 7
and charged with drunk driving. Allen was Hub caps valued at $75 and an antenna valued
scheduled to appear in court on March 24.
at $25 were reported stolen from a campus
garage on March 13. University Police are
A book bag and its contents, with a combined investigating.
value of $132, were reported stolen from
Stillings Dining Hall on March 10. Univer- A vacuum cleaner valued at $200 was re~
sity Police are investigating.
ported stolen from McConnell Hall on March
17. University Police are investigating.
Michael W. Cotton, 24, of 21 Allens Ave.,
Lee, was arrested by University Police on A VCR valued at $551 was reported stolen
March 10 and charged with criminal mis- from Parsons Hall on March 19. University
chief. Cotton is scheduled to appear in court Police are investigating.
on April 14.
Kevin W. Oreilly, 19, of 25 Main St, Durham,
A watch valued at $250 was reported stolen was arrested by University Police on March
from Christensen Hall on March 10. Univer- 23 and charged with burglary and resisting
sity Police are investigating.
arrest. Oreilly is scheduled to appear in court

The Student Press
is now accepting applications for the following
positions:

lJ

ENTION!

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Applications for
office space are
due TODAY
(March 27) at
4p.m. in Rm 321
MUB (Board of
Governors Office)

Questions? Call Board of
Governors at 2-1714
SENIORS LAST

CHANCE
(We mean it!)

BUSINESS MANAGER

MAIN STREET EDITORS
MAIN STREET DESIGNERS
ADVERTISING ASSOCIATES

Training begins IMMEDIATELY.

1992 Granite Senior Pictures
Sign up now - Rm 125, MUB
Sittings for March 30April 3

Apply NOWin the MUB, rm. 110

or call 862-2730 for more information.

Bring $7 cash when you
come to have photo taken.
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The Stu4ent Senate is
now accepting aeplication s
for tlie position of:

• Great experience for business
majors!
• Work with a budget of
$140,000
• Be part of the Student
Activity Fee Council

Monday April 6 at 6:30
in the Hanover Room

Applications available in Rm.
130 MUB
.
Deadline: April 8th, 5:00 p.m.

esday April 7 at 6:
Roo
e Graft

!For more information , p[ease
contact !facen 'Dinoffi Student

Candidates for Chair, Vice
Chair, Co1n1nuter, Residence
Hall and Greek position -will
be there!

SenateJ ~m 130 Af'll'B or ca[[

862-1494

it
..,~.

BUY ME, BRING ME, ~ __.......~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. ~
TAKE ME:
DON'T MESS MY HAIR!!

Life According to Four Bitchin' Babes
Saturday, March 28 - 8 p.m.

g.

---

Christine Lavin, Sally
Fingerett. Megon
McDonough, and the
Grammy
Award-winning Julie
Gold, the four fabulous
babes of folk music,
combine their unique
talents as
singer/ songwriters to
produce a hilarious
and unforgettable
evening.
$14, $16, $18 senior and
student discounts, under
18 half price
Student Rush $7 - $9
half hour before curtain

VISIT OUR BOX OFFICE OR CALL TICKETMASTER (603) 626-5000

THE MUSIC HALL
PORTSMOUTH NH

Wednesd ays and Fridays
ol I p.m.________,
~ _____ _____

A Nonprofit Cultural and Educational Organization
28 Chestnut Street• Portsmouth, N.ll. 03801 • (603) 436-2400
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Campus Activity Board to
get money, council says
By Sue Robinson
TNH Staff

With little debate, the Student Activity
Fee Council voted to accept the Campus
Activity Board (CAB) as a member Tuesday
afternoon. There were only two voting against
the concept.
CAB is in its fourth year of planning
events such as Spring Weekend and has
worked closely with SAFC in the past.
"If we become a SAFC organization, we
would have a definite dollar figure," Ron
Davis, business mangerof CAB, said. "Right
now we don't have a budget and we have to
go in front of SAFC every time we want to do
something. When the money is not definite
we have to put people on hold and sometimes
things slip away."
Davis said that through SAFC membership, the board could obtain such things as an
office phone, advertisements, and more flexibility.
'The only problem that see from them is

numbers," Gavin Behrman, WUNH business manager and SAFC member, said. "I
just have concerns with their budget and their
business sense."
However, other members quickly spoke
up in defense of CAB.
"I think that this is the best thing for CAB
right now," said Jim Batty, Programming
Fund Organization business manager and
former CAB member. "It will make them be
entirely student run. It will allow them more
flexibility and freedom in planning meetings
and activities."
In November 1991, CAB was first approached by various SAFC members and
others to propose a concept for SAFC membership, according to Davis. He said he
thought that at that time they would be a little
bit too hurried. "In the beginning, we dido 't
have a very strong membership, many members were graduating, et cetera. But then we
got some new, younger members."
"CAB is organized and has been around
a long time," said Chuck Roy, a student
senator. The vote will now go to the student
senate Sunday night.

Women~

Resource

Issues

Center

Literature Night
Journey to the imagination through literature
and writing by exploring your own writing
process and that of others
Former Pistachios, MUB
THURSDAY, APRIL 2, TIME TBA

Both women and men are encouraged to attend.
For times and more information, call 862-1191, or
stop by Room 108 in the MUB.

Genuine U.S. and European Surplus!
Presented by the Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard and Newport, Rhode Island

Bandanas, Cotton
tank-tops, Hats, Bags,
Tye-dye items, and
Lots more
• U.S., Italian, French Cotton Khaki Shorts $4 - $10
• Dutch & West Gennan Six-Pocket Cotton Field Shorts & Pants $10 - $15
• Mexican Baja Pullover & Blankets (100% Cotton) $12 - $15
• Heavy Cotton Dutch & West Gennan Waist Jackets $10 - $12
• Large assortment of Guatemala and Mexican goods
• Down Feather Mummy Sleeping Bags and Cover $30
• Genuine Issue Camo, Desert, Tiger, Urban Black Six Pocket Pants $25
• World Flags (3'x5') $10 each/ 2 for $18 Over 125 countries
• 100% Cotton Jumpers NATO Field Jacket $7 - $20
• Grateful Dead Stickers and T-Shirts
• 100% Cotton Dutch Boxers & Biker Shorts $4 - $10

University of New Hampshire
Memorial Union Building, Senate Merrimack Rm.
March 30, 31 and April 1, 2, 3
9 a..m. - 6 p.m.
Mastemard, Visa, Discover and American ExpreM accepted Presented by the Army Barracks or Martha's Vineyard and Newport Rhode Island
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got away
by Birger Dahl
I had tickets to see U2.
I was going to see the band in
Providence a couple of Sundays ago. But I
couldn't go. I decided I had better things to
do. Because of this, I have been given a
great deal of grief by my friends. And so I
am making a confession to the campus, and
I'm hoping to find some forgiveness.
Actually, unlike many I people I
know who are big U2 fans but couldn't get
tickets, I don't really care for the band.
Bono tries too hard to be like John Lennon
(i.e. "Helter Skelter"). I just thought the
concert would be fun. Besides, I'm a big
Pixies fan and I wanted to see them open up
on a big stage.
As one person said, "U2 is closing
for the Pixies." That was my attitude.
But I decided to skip out on the
concert and go fishing instead. And I actually had a better time fishing than I would
have had seeing U2.
Okay, so now I will be forever
hated by all U2 fans on campus. But first let
me give you a little summary of my Spring
Break excursion, and maybe you will agree
that I shouldn't have given up a week-long
trip to Cape Cod to see a three-hour concert.
So now you 're probably asking,
"Why should I care about this guy's Spring
Break." For one, I'm one of the few people
that wasn't either sick in bed or in Florida
last week.
I didn't come back with a tan. I
came back with fish, cold hands wet pants
and a better understanding of the street
systems of urban Massachusetts.
It was a learning experience all
around. I went to Cape Cod thinking that the
big plastic pants that fishermen wear in the
water are called hip weighters. I now know
that they are instead called hip waders. It all
makes so much more sense. Why would
they be called weighters anyway?

I left to go on the trip thinking that
hardly any college students like country music. I now know that that is false. In fact, there
are students on this campus that enjoy doing
the two-step to Johnny Cash, Marty Robbins
and, yes, Garth Brooks.
I also learned that quiet people
sometimes get louder when they drink.
We spent the entire week getting up
at 10 or 11 a.m., making pancakes and omelettes. Then we would wander or drive over
to a pond and go fishing for trout all day. And
then we would go to the beach during low tide
at sunset and pick up scallops to eat for
dinner. Who could ask for a better break than
that? I came back from last week totally
relaxed, fish in hand and humming "Rodeo."
Of course there were a few downers.
The hot-water heater for one. My hip waders
for another. You see, I went in a little too far
and didn't really pay attention to the depth of
the water. Fishing sort of puts you in that
trance. The water sort of flooded my pants.
And they suddenly actually did become hip
weighters. (Good tie-in wouldn't you say?)
U2 fans probably wish I had drowned. But I
made it out of the water (which was cold), and
was ready to go again by the time we went
scalloping.
At night we just hung around and ate
a great deal of food. According to my scale, I
put on five pounds last week. That's good. I
certainly would not have put on five pounds
a U2 (good point, huh.).
So who can blame me for not seeing
U2? We didn't hear one thing about the concert at all on the cape. The only reminder I had
was the call letters of the station we listened
to: WPXE. They called themselves Pixie 103
FM. A sort of weird coincidence. But I have
to say, even hearing that, I didn't regret my
decision once.
As for the ticket that I didn't use, I'm
not sure if anyone else used it. It might still be
in my wallet somewhere.

Random Writings is a column written by TNH
staff, and represents the byproducts of
otherwise useful and respectable work at this
newspaper.
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to see more respe ct
Women's tennis is back. But better than
that, it seems this campus is working toward
improving the attitude toward women's
sports overall.
It is sexual discrimination when the University abolishes women's tennis but leaves
men's tennis alone. If you are going to take
away a sport, you don't only take it away
from women and leave the men's sport
intact. That is the same as saying that
women's sports are not as important.
The University was compelled to rethink
its decision, and the women's tennis team
will begi_n competing again next week.
Hopefully, this is a trend that will continue, not only in the administration, but
also with the student body. It seems that
women's sports aren't taken as seriously as
men's sports, which is a shame considering
the success of women's sports on this campus.

ETTERS
The right to
choose
To the editor:
I would like to respond to Eric
Thompson's letter entitled "Pro
Choice Confusion" (INH.._3/6/92)
as well as offer an opinion about
and what I se.e as a solution to this
unnecessarily debated issue. First,
though, my commendation goes to
Thompson for a well thought out
piece that posed some excellent
questions and ideas about the
abortion issue. What I have to say
can be explained through a response
to these questions.
Question No. 1: I have been
confused, too.AtwhatpointgQyou
consider the embryo/fetus life (or,
better yet, a human being with
rights)? But then I realized: This is
a subjective question! There is no,
nor will there ever be any, scientific
evidence proving one way or the
other. Therefore, it's really not worth
using this as an argument as it's up
to each individual to decide his/her
• own answer to this question.
Question No. 2: (concerning
the moral justification for abortion):
I had another realization when
thinking about this question. Are
not morals subjective as well? Is
there a law that prevents us from
differing in our moral opinions? I
really don't believe that there is.
But I do believe, though, that this
question concerning moral justification is once again relative to individual preference.

The women's basketball team has been
very successful in the past. This year, the
basketball team went to the semi-finals in its
conference.Women's hockey, which has
been solid even in years when the men's
hockey team was not, went to the finals this
year.The women's lacrosse team was one of
the best in the country last year.
But for some reason, women's sports do
not attract the crowds or the attention that
men's sports do. This is a fault of the student
body, which, like the administrators who
cut women's tennis, places more importance
on men's sports than women's.
The New Hampshire does a great deal of
criticizing on the editorial page. But right
now, we would like to recognize the female
tennis players and their parents who contacted the New Hampshire Civil Liberties
Union and took action against the abolition
of their sport.

If people may choose their
opinions regarding these questions,
why then may not they choose a
course of action that adheres to these
opinions and suits them best? You
may say they shouldn 'tbecause they
are talcing a human life. But just
remember, while in your mind the
fetus/embryo may be a human life,
in another's it may just be a part of
the woman's body. Neitherofyouis

wrong.
I have no problem with people
being pro-life. In fact I very much
respect this as a well-intentioned
and caring attitude. But I do have a
problem with people being antichoice. To me this is a very selfish,
non-caring attitude.
If you believe that you should
have the right to choose an opinion
on this issue, then certainly you
should be respectful of a woman's
right to choose an opinion on this
issue and of her right to act in a way
that reflects her opinion.
Walter Gregg
UNHJunior

Anti-cho ice
response
To the editor:
Reading an anti-choice letter
from someone of my own gender,
that being male, has compelled me
to respond. Whenever I hear male
power figures threatening a
woman's right to obtain a safe and
affordable abortion, I feel the need
to voice my own male opinion.
Ideally, I should not have to say
anything because women should be
able to make their own decisions
about their own bodies, without the

all to often interference of men.
Mr. Thompson,inaletterdated
March 6, said the rights of an unborn fetus "are independent of the
pregnant female's desires and
needs." If this is the case, then why
is the pregnant female's rights not
independent of the unborn fetus'
desires and needs? Shouldn't the
woman have the same rights granted
to an unborn fetus? Let me point out
that Mr. Thompson indicates that
all humans should have equal rights.
Okay, let's give both the pregnant female and the unborn fetus
the same rights, independent of each
other. If the woman feels the unborn
fetus is infringing on her rights (and
I would argue that an unwanted
pregnancy will eventually result in
the child's right to happiness being
denied), then the fetus should have
the right to live, but not inside the
woman. That's right, take the unborn fetus out of the pregnant female and let them both live a happier life.
I would also like to respond to
Mr. Thompson's statement, "Are
some pro-choice advocates just in
denial of the guilt and shame they
feel because they are close to
·someone who has had an abortion... "
Yes, I feel very shameful and guilty.
Not because I have known women
who have had to make this awful
decision, but because of the society
we live in which refuses to educate
people about safe sex and how to
avoid unwanted pregnancy. Since
we have failed for thousands of
years in trying to stop humans from
having sex (especially out of wedlock), we should be teaching people
how to have safe and responsible
sex. And this education should be
provided to everyone, regardless of
wealth. It doesn't cost much to

When the womeQ's tennis team was cut
last summer, there were few people who
stood up to protest the action. But the tennis
players decided that they should speak up.
After all, the men's team was still there, and
it seemed that the only reason the women
weren't still playing was because of their
gender.
With a campus population made up of 56
percent women, it seemed odd that female
athletics should be reduced while male athletics remained relatively intact. And so the
women's tennis team took action.
The tennis team showed that women's
sports are important.
The University should also be recognized for its efforts to correct the problem.
Administrators were reportedly very cooperative and are taking steps to makes sure
that women's sports will be treated equally
in the future.

prevent a pregnancy, but no one can
even count the cost an unplanned
pregnancy on the mother, the child
and our society.
One more comment. How do
you feel about the war? War is also
a denial of the rightto life of another
human. When I say I am pro-choice,
I feel the unborn also has rights, but
independent both physically and
legally from the rights of the woman.
So independent that the pregnant
woman should have the right to
exercise her right and terminate the
pregnancy. And I welcome any
anti-choice person to adopt that

unborn child, bring the child to term,
and then care for the child for the
rest of their life.
Frustrated that I had to respond,
Shawn Landry
UNH Student
Deadlines are Wednesday
and Friday at 1 p.m. Submit
to room 151, MUB. TNH edits
for grammar. Letters should
be no more than two pages
d';"lble spaced and should
Include name, title and phone
number.
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HOLLY NEAR

in concert with John Bucchino and Jody Steiner (interpreter)
Special Guest Appearance by our very own YAGOTTAWANNA

"A student of life, a singer of songs, a farmer of food, and a righter of
wrongs" - Holly Near, It Could Have Been Me from the album Journeys

Sunday, March 29, 1992 at 3:00 and 7:30 p.m.
Granite State Room, MUB
University of New Hampshire

Admission: $15
Rush tickets: those not sold 30 minutes
before performance will be sold to UNH
students only for $10
Celebratin

Sponsored by the UNH School of Health
and Human Services and the UNH
President's Commission on the Status of
862-1058
Women
Wonzen 's ETisco
~onch
Free child care is
availablefar the
3:00 concert, call

TICKETS GO ON SALE
MONDAY, MARCH 30 l0a.m.
$12 GETS YOU A TICKET & ADMISSION TO THE GAME

**********1rlc-lrlc***-lrlc*1rlr:*-lrlc*-lrlc**-lrlc*1rlr:*1rlf1rlc:****1rlc1rlf*1rlf*1rlc:1rlrlc*
SATURDAY, APRIL 18 BOSTON RED SOX vs. TORONTO BLUE JAYS (need 90 tickets, waivers)
Bus Ticket (payable to UNH) - $5.00 per person (88 seats available)
Admission Ticket (payable to UNH) - $7 .00 per person
Bus departs MUB upper parking lot at 11 a.m.; returns approx. TBA
Game start time - 1:05 pm

SATURDAY, MAY 16 BOSTON RED SOX vs. CALIFORNIA ANGELS (need 45 tickets/waivers)
Bus Ticket (payable to UNH) - $5.00 per person (44 seats available)
Admission Ticket (payable to UNH) - $7 .00 per person
Bus departs MUB upper parking lot at 11 a.m.; returns approx. TBA
Game start time - 1:05

SUNDAY, MAY 17 BOSTON RED SOX vs. CALIFORNIA ANGELS (need 45 tickets/waivers)
Bus Tickets (payable to UNH) - $5.00 per person (44 seats available)
Admission Ticket (payable to UNH) - $7 .00 per person
Bus departs MUB at 11 a.m.; returns approx. TBA
Game start time - 1:05

*************************** ..********1rlr:*****1rlrlc1rlc1rlrlc1rlc:1rlrlc*
SIGN UP IN STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
ROOM126MUB
CALL FOR MORE INFO. 862-1001
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LOCAL AREA EVENTS
CONTRADANCE
There will be a contradance with the Lamprey River Band April 2 from 8 to 10:40
p.m. Guest musicians and callers welcome.
Admission is $2. Call (603) 664-2513 for
locations and more information.

DOVER
"FAME"
The Center for the Arts in Performance and
Education presents "Fame." The center
combines the hit movie and the TV series
into a play. The play will run on weekends
from March 27 through April 12. For the
March 27 and 28 8p.m. shows tickets are $5.
April 3 and4at8p.m.,April 11 at3:30p.m.,
and April 12 at 7 p.m. tickets are $7. April
10 and 11 8 p.m. tickets are $10. Call
(603)742-2867 for reservations.

EXETER
MUSIC AT THE LOAF AND LADLE
Greg Greenway, March 27. Cormac
McCarthy, March 28. Tony Bird, March 29.
Stan Moeller, April 2. Anni Clark, April 3.
Geoff Bartley, April 4. 9 Water St. Call
(603)778-8955 for more information.

MANCHESTER
BRANCH SANDER BIG BAND
The UNH Manchester Jazz in· the Mills
concert series presents the Branch Sander
Big Band March 28 at 8 p.m. Downtown
campus, 400 Commercial St Admission is
$5. For more information call (603)668-

0700.

PAUL BROADNAX QUINTET
UNH Manchester's Jazz in the Mills concert series continues with the Paul Broadnax
Quintet with Paul Broadnax on piano and
vocals,FredHaas, saxophone; Marty Ballou,
bass violin; and Peter Bodget on drums.
April 3 at 8 p.m. Downtown campus, 400
Commercial St Admission is $5. For more
information call Catherine O'Brian at
(603)668-0700.

POETRY SERIES
UNH Manchester presents the second in its
Spring 1992 Poetry Series entitled
"Merrimack: A Poetry Anthology." This
series features poets of the Merrimack Valley. Featured at this reading will be Kathleen
Apanick, Adelle Leiblein, Helena Minton,
and Karen Propp. March 27 at 7:30 p.m.
Downtown Campus, 400 Commercial St
Call Catherine O'Brian at (603)669-0700

for more information.

"VOICES OF PEOPLE" EXIHBIT
The Centtc Franco-Americain presents its

new exchibition "Voices of a People." The
exhibit features 22 works including paintings, sculptures, photographs, and posters
by 26 major Franco-american literary figures of the past The exhibit will be on
display until April 10. 52 Concord St. MF from 9a.m. to 4:40p.m. Free and open to
the public. Gallery Talks will be held every
Wednesday at2 p.m. On March 28,aspecial
open house will be held. Call (603)6694045 for more information.

NEWMARKET
MUSIC AT THE STONE CHURCH
Bobhouse with special guest Hysterical
Society, March 27 and 28. Top of the Hill.
Call (603)659-6321 for more information.

PORTSMOUTH
CONTRADANCE
There will be a contradance with the Lamprey River Band March 27, 8 - 11 p.m.
Portsmouth Unitarian Church. Call 8681004 for more information.

MUSIC AT THE PRESSROOM
The Short Brothers, March 27 and 28. The
Branch Sanders B 16 Band, March 29. Hoot
with Rocky, March 30. 77 Daniel St. For
more information call (603)431-8180.

($2 off regular ticket price).

QUINTET SING SONGS
Christine Lavin, Sally Fingerett, Megan
McDonough and a guest artist perform songs
from the album Buy Me, Bring Me, Take Me,
ButDon'tMussMyHair. March28at8p.m.
Tickets $ 14 - $18. $2 discount to students
and seniors. Children under 18 half price.
Call 436-2400 for more information.

VOLUNTEER OPENINGS FOR PAPA
The Seacoast Repertory Company of
Portsmouth Academy of the Performing
Arts has openings for volunteer ushers, ticket
takers and concession personnel for the
remainder of the season. Volunteers must
sign up in advance and be at the theater an
hour before the performance. They will be
able to watch the production while they are
at the theater. All those interested in volunteering shouldcallPAPAat(603)433-479 3.

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR"
The Seacoast Repertory Company presents
"Jesus Christ Superstar," Andrew Lloyd
Webber's first rock-opera. A flamboyant
and inspirational celebration of the last days
of the life of the most charismatic and
important figure in human history. March
26 through April 19. Thursday through
Saturday, 8 p.m. Sunday, 3 p.m. Tickets
$10 Thursday and Sunday, $12 Friday and
$14 Saturday. Student and senior discount

"AN EVENING OF POETRY"
The New Hampshire Writers and Publishers Project announces "An Evening of Poetry" with Pulitzer Prize winner Charles
Simic and writing azward recipient Thylias
Moss. April 3 at 7:30 p.m. Unitarian
Universalist Church, 292 State St. Tickets
available at the door only. Cost is $10
general, $5 students. For more information
call (603)436-6331.

STRATHAM
NEW CLINIC HOURS
The Rochesteroffice of the Strafford County
Prenatal and Family Planning Program (fhe
Clinic) will now be open at its Whitehall
address until 9 p.m. on Wednesdays. The
clinic provides annual physical exams, cancer, screening and all methods of birth control.

SEACOAST P-FLAG MEETINGS
Seacoast P-Flag meets at the Stratham
Community Church on Emery Lane (south
of the intf:rsection of Routes 101 and 108).
P-Flag meets regularly on the first Tuesday
of each month at this location and time. For
more information call Betty Batchelder at
(603)772-5196.

MUSIC AT THE PORTSMOUTH
BREWERY
Active Culture, March 27. Thanks to Gravity, March 29. Papa Loves Mambo Dou,
March 29. Call (603)431-1115 for more
information.

THE MUSIC HALL CONCERT
The Borealis Wind Quartet,oneofAmerica's
pre-eminent young chamber music ensembles performs at the Music Hall on April
3at8p.m. Tickets$8-$12.50. $2discount
to seniors and students with ID. Children
under 18 are half price. 28 Chestnut St. Call
(603)436-2400 for more information.

SONNY ROLLINS AT THE MUSIC
HALL
Sonny Rollins performs with his group at
the Music Hall April 4 at 8 p.m. Tickets
$17-$21.50. $2 discount to seniors and
students with ID. Children under 18 are
admitted for half price. Call (603)4 36-2400
for more information.

SOCIAL WORKERS CONFERENCE
Local social workers are invited to the Seacoast Mental Health Center March 31 from
noon to 1 p.m. This will be a time to
network with other social workers, share
ideas and welcome those who are new prof~ionally to the area. Call Shara Geiger at
(<,03)431-6703 for more information.

ONTHE

GREEK SYSTEM
Tuesday, April 2nd
12:30 - 2:00
in the Hillsborough/Sullivan Room in the MUB

Deadlines for Calendar submissions are
Monday at 1 p.m. Submit to:
Meghan Mank
The New Hampshire
Room 151, MUB.
Format: Who, What, When, Where,
Background, ticket info (if any),
and phone number.

Friday
March 27,
1992

ON THE UNH CAMPUS
ACADEMIC
INFORMATION FOR PREDENTAL/
PREMEDICAL STUDENTS
Students planning to enter medical or dental
school in 1993 must go through the interview
process with the premedicaVpredental advisorycommittee this semester (Feb. through
April 1992). Remember: MCAT - April 4,
1992andDAT-April 11, 1992.Call Barbara
Filion at 862-3625 or go to room 7 in Hood
House for more information.
NORTH AMERICAN ESSAY ·CONTEST
The Humanist Association of America of
New Hampshire and Vermont sponsors its
11th- annual North American Essay Contest. This contest is open to anyone 29 and
under who has some thoughts on humanity
and the future. Share your vision in an essay
on any subject or field of endeavor considered to be an issue facing the world today.
Then explain how the problems, be they
social, political, or ethical, should be solved
through reason and compassion. For a list
of suggested topics and an instruction sheet
write to: BJ. Nielsen, c/o Humanist Association of New Hampshire-Vermont, P.O.
Box 23 Keene NH 03431. Cash prizes will
be awarded. Entries must be postmarked
before Oct. 15, 1992.
SPONSORSWANTEDFORJAPANESE
STUDENTS AT UNH
The English as a Second Language Program at UNH is looking for eight families to
sponsor eight Japanese women who will
arrive in April to study English full time this
summer. Families are asked to host the
students from April 3 through the end of
May. Contact Erika Hetzner at 862-2588 if
you are interested.
WRITERS WANTED
Writers are encouraged to send their fiction
and poetry to AEGIS, located in the MUB,
Room 11 OB. Work will be published in the
Spring 1992 issue. No names on manuscripts, include a cover letter. For replies,
enclose SASE. Undergraduate and graduate student writings are accepted. The
deadline for all submissions is April 1.

ART
EXHIBITION
Two exhibits will be on display in the Paul
Creative Arts Center from March 23 through
March 31. The first is "Herbert Waters: A
Retrospective." The second, "Hyman
Bloom: Paintings and Drawings," will be
displayed in the lower art gallery.

MEETINGS
ASIAN BIBLE STUDY

There will bean Asian Bible Study meeting
every Thursday night from 6 to 7 p.m.
Room 17, Huddleston Hall. For more information call Tom at 862-5050.

MOVIES

CAFE FRANCAIS
There will be a Cafe Francais in room 102
of Murkland Hall, April 1, at 3 p.m.

"AMERICAN PICTURES"
MUSO presents "American Pictures," a
multi-media event that explores the effects
of racism on black and white minds. March
27 at6:30p.m. Granite StateRoom,MUB.

CAMPUS-WIDE STUDENT PRAYER
MEETING
Christian Students sponsors these meetings. Students from all denominations are
welcome. Fridays at 7 a.m. Senate Room,
MUB. Call 868-7503 for more information.

MOVIE
MUSO presents "Sid and Nancy" on March
29 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room,
MUB. Admission is $1 for students with
ID, $2 for non-students and faculty.

COMEDIAN
The UNH men's soccer team presents comedian Kevin Flynn and guests. March 27
in Horton room 4. For $5 advance tickets
call 862-2904. Tickets $7 at door.

MOVIE
MUSO presents "The Untouchables" on
April 2 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room,
MUB. Admission is $1 for students with
ID, $2 for non-students and faculty.

HORA DE CAFE
For those students, faculty, native speakers
and guests who enjoy speaking Spanish,
there will be an informal coffee hour April
1 from 3 to4 p.m. inroom209ofMurkland.

"THE CORLEONE FESTIVAL"
MUSO presents "The Corleone Festival"
April4,featuring''TheGodfather" at2p.m.,
"The Godfather Part II" at 5:30 p.m and
"The Godfather Part III" at 9:30 p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB. Admission is $1 for
students with ID, $2 for non-students and
faculty.

DARE TO DREAM 12-STEP GROUP An open step group with a speaker. Free.
Every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in the
Portsmouth Pavilion Cafeteria.

SPANISH FILM
The Spanish film series presents "Opera
Prima" March 30 at 4 p.m. Murkland Hall,
Room 110. Admission is $1. This film will
also be shown March 31 at 7 p.m. in
Murkland 110.

UNITY GROUP-An open discussion with
a speaker. Every Wednesday night at 7:30
p.m. in the Seabourne Hospital in Dover.

MEDITATION GROUP
There will be a meditation group at the
Protestant Student Center every Wednesday at 6 p.m. 15 Mill Rd. Call 862-1165 for
more information.
NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP
MEETING
Sponsored by the Durham New Testament
Church. Join in worshipping and praising
the Lord. Wednesdays at 7 p.m. See information desk at the MUB for room number.
Call 749-1420 for more information.
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE MEETINGS
Students for Choice will be holding weekly
meetings on Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. in
the old Pistachio's conference room in the
MUB (2nd floor).
TAVOLA ITALIAN MEETING
There will be a Tavolaltalian meeting April
2 from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in room 102 of
Murkland Hall.
UNDERGRADUATE PSYCOLOGY
ORGANIZATION MEETINGS
The Undergraduate Psychology Organization meets every Monday in Conant Hall,
room 103 at I p.m. Anyone interested in
psychology is welcome for movies lectures
and advice. For more information call
Allison at 862-5283.
VOLUNTEERS FOR PAVE
PAVE is involved with several day projects
as well as long-term projects and they need
volunteers to help with everything from
cooking dinner to helping animals. For
more information call the PAVE office at
862-7788.

MUSIC
QUARTET
Canadian vibist PereAppler and bass player
Jay Leonhart will perform with John Bunch
on piano and Dennis Mackrel on drums.
March 30. Tickets available at MUB ticket
office. Call 862-2290 for more information. Strafford Room, MUB. Admission is
$5 general, $3 for students with ID, and
seniors.
UNH CELEBRITY SERIES
Sanford Sylvan, baritone vocal aritist, wilJ
perform as part of the UNH Celebrity Series
on March 29 at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center. Tickets are $10
for students, $13 for faculty, staff and seniors, and $15 for general admission. Tickets are available at the MUB ticket office.
Call 862-2290 for more information.
UNH CHAMBERS SINGERS
The UNH Chamber singers, with Peter
Urquhart directing, will perform "American Music" on April 3 at 8 p.m. The Art
Gallery, Paul Creative Arts Center. Free
and open to the public.

NARCOTICS

ANONYMOUS
MEETINGS
Narcotics Anonymous sponsors the following meetings:

RECOVERY IN PROGRESS - Every
Sunday at 7 p.m. Free. Comm unity Church,
Durham.
TIME IS NOW -An open discussion group
with a speaker. Every Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
in the Frisbee Hospital Cafeteria in Rochester.
FREEDOM GROUP-An open discussion
group with a speaker. Free. Every Monday
at 7:30 p.m. in New Portsmouth Hospital
Pavilion.

FOR ME - An open discussion with a
speaker. Every Tuesday night at 8 p.m. at
the Triangle Club, 120 Broadway in Dover.

LAST CHANCE GROUP - An open discussion group with a speaker every
Wednesday night at 8 p.m. At the Dover
Crisis center on Sixth St. behind Riverview
nursing home, Dover. Free.
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH GROUP - An
open discussion group with a speaker every
Thursday night at 7:30p.m. in the Salvation
Anny Building in Market Square across
from the library in Portsmouth. Free.
HOPEWITHOUTDOPE-Anopengroup
every Thursday night in the Stratham Community Church on Emery Lane in Stratham.
Free.
LEARN TO LIVE GROUP - An open
discussion group with a speaker every Friday at 8 p.m. in the St. Thomas Episcopal
Parish Building on Hale St. in Dover.
CLEAN TO GROW -An open discu~sion ·
group with a speaker every Saturday night
at 8 p.m. in the Frisbee Hospital Cafeteria in
Rochester.
GROW BY THE BOOK - An open discussion with a speaker every Saturday night
at 7 p.m. in the Stratham Community Church
on Emery Lane in Stratham.
For more infonnation about these meetings
call (003)432-0168.

,

BAKE SALES

Students for Choice holds bakesales
every Monday in the MUB from 9
am. to 1 p.m.

GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE

CAREER NIGHT BY MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT

There will be a Career Night for the
mathematics department where
panelists from Public Service of
NH, General Electric, Chubb Life
America, Oyster River High School
and Hadco Corporation wil discuss
their jobs and the career opportunities in systems analysis, teaching,
the actuarial profession, consulting
and computer related fields. Followed by a question and answer
period. All panelists are UNH
alumni. March 31. 7 p.m. Elliot
Alumni Center. Free.
CERCLE FRANCAIS

There will bea CercleFrancaisApril
1 at 2:30 p.m. in Room 102 of
Murkland Hall.
CROP WALK FOR HUNGER

The CROP walk is an annual UNH
event that raises money to eliminate
hunger around the world and in our
own neighborhood. Get people to

This is a cooperatively-run food
store selling natural foods and organic produce at reasonable prices.
The store is open to everyone every
Wednesday from 4:30 to 7 p.m. in
the Hubbard Hall Rec Room. Call
Chris Ringo at 862-1792 for more
information.
MARCH ON WASHINGTON

Students for Choice is chartering a
bus to go to the March on Washington for Women's Lives April 5.
"MIDNIGHT MADNESS"

IRO "Midnight Madness," a campus-wide scavenger hunt, will be
held March 27 at 10 p.m. Entertainment Center, MUB.
SOCIOLOG Y/ ANTHROP OLOGY CONVENTION

The Sociology/Anthropology Convention will be held March 31 at 1
p.m. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room,
MUB. Free.

0

Getin
Shape
this
Summer.

YOUR BODY. Go hiking,
swimming, or canoeing-e njoy the
outdoors while getting a workout.
9 YOUR MIND. Expand your
possibilities. Go on an archaeological dig, learn a new language, or
delve into the marvels of science.
0 YOUR FUTURE. Build your
credentials for tomorrow (life after
graduation).

June 1-July 2
June 1-August 6
June 29-August 6
July 6-August 6

~
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have a desire to stop drinking. Monday through Friday from noon to I
p.m. in room 201 A, Health Services.
Call 862-3823 for information.
COOL-AID CRISIS INTERVENTION
Comple tel y confidential support for

students and others. Hours are 3
p.m. to midnight, seven days per
week. Call 862-2293 or call the
tapeline at 862-3554.
DISCUSSIO N GROUP FOR
GAY MEN

This group is open to all undergraduate UNH gay men and undergraduate UNH men questioning
their sexuality. Free and confidential. Thursdays, 9 p.m. Alumni
Room, New Hampshire Hall. Call
Stevenat862-1875 or862-3823 for
more information.

Health Education and Promotion
sponsors anonymous and confidential HIV testing. Call 862-3823 for
an appointment at the office of
Health Education and Promotion in
the Health Services building. There
is a $10 charge.
OVEREATE RSANONYM OUS

Overeaters Anonymous meetings
will be held every Monday from
noon to I p.m. in the Catholic Student Center in room 15.
PHONE HOTLINE

Confidential information and support for gay, lesbian and bisexual
students or for students questioning
their sexuality. Run by trained students Sunday through Thursday
from 6 to 9 p.m. Call 862-3922. For
more information, call 862-3823.
SHARPP SUPPORT GROUPS

SHARPP is offering the following
peer support groups: Incest and
Child Survivors, Sexual Assault
Survivors, Male Sexual Assault
Survivors and Significant Others of
SexualA~ultSurvivors.Allgroups
are free and confidential. Call
SHARPPat2-3494 fortimes,dates,
and locations.

Health Education and Promotion
sponsors this free and confidential
support group for adult children of
alcoholics only. Every Monday 1
p.m. to 2 p.m. in room 201A of
Health Services. Call 862-3823 for
infonnation.
THERAPY GROUPS

The Counseling Center is offering
the following therapy groups this
semester: Dysfunctional families/
ACOA, Eating Disorders, Relationships and Self Esteem, Meditation, General Therapy and Women's
Therapy. Groups will begin meeting as soon as they are filled and
will continue all semester. Call 8622090 for more infonnation or a
screening appointment.
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UNH DANCE THEATER CO.

The UNH Dance Theater Co. presents new works in ballet, jazz, tap,
and modern dance. Leading the
program is a new ballet by Larry
Robertson based on Eleanor of
Aquitane. Also performed will be
exciting jazz and tap works by new
faculty member Nancy Steele.
March27and 28at8p.m. March29
at2 p.m. April 1 at 10:30 a.m. and 7
p.m. April 2 at 7 p.m. April 3 at 8
p.m. and April 4 at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $6 for UNH students, employees, alumni, and seniors, $7 general. Tickets available at the MUB
ucket office M - F from IO a.m. to 4
p.m. For more information call
862-2291.

llll lJll
PANEL

"Building Toward the Future" - a
panel of women student leaders facilitated by Melissa Rapheal and
Tanya Karanasios. March 31, 12:30
to 2p.m. Hillsborough/Sullivan
Room,MUB.
PANEL

SUPPORTGROUPFORADULT
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLI CS

NOW RENTING FOR FALL '92

April 6.

Send me the UNH
Summer Bulletin.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
MEETING
Sessions are open only to those who

Health Education and Promotion
sponsors this support group for faculty, staff and graduate students.
Networking, support, potlucks and
more are offered. Every Tuesday
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in room 249
of Health Services. Free and confidential. Call 862-3823 for more in-

Registration begins

YES! I want to get
in shape at UNH.

Health Education and Promotion.
sponsors these meetings, which are
held every Monday from noon to I
p.m. in room 222 at Health Services. Call 862-3823 for information.

GAY/LESB IAN/BISEX UAL
SUPPORT GROUP

UNH is an accredited
institution, so most of the
credits you'll earn are transferable to other colleges and
universities.

□

AL-ANON MEETING

Health Education and Promotion
sponsors this ongoing support group
for individuals struggling with eating concerns including compulsive
eating or bulimia. Free and confidential. Call Health Education at
862-3823 or Counseling at 8622090 for a screening appointment

Give us a call at (603)
862-4234 for a copy of the
UNH Summer Bulletin, or
send in the coupon below.

l

HIV TESTING AND COUNSELING

EATING CONCERNS

Come to UNH Summer Session! It's a great way to shape
up your potential. With over 300 courses available, you have
the chance to earn extra credits, improve your GPA, accelerate
graduation, even enjoy special summer courses. What a way
to make your record stand out! Gasses are offered both day
and evening in a wide range of arts and sciences. And with
New Hampshire' s lakes, mountains and beaches just a short
ride away, your summer plans can really take off!
Choose From Four Terms

formation.

sponsor you to walk either a i0K or
5K. Walk on April 5. Walkers,
recruiters, sponsors and people to
assist the day of the walk are needed.
For more information call 862-1165.

Valentine Smith House
Hamilton Smith House (Red Tower)
J. Twombly House
John Giles House
Other Single family houses
There are four 3-person apartments available.one 4-person,
three 5-person. and three - person.Walk to campus facilities.
Off street parking. Heat and Hot water included. Some units,
Landlord pays all utilities.

•••ALL RENTALS IN DUR.HAM•••
Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals

1-800-747-6307
CALL UP TO 11:00 p.m. DAILY FOR DETAILS AND INFORMATION

"Legacy of Violence: Women,
Abuse, and Drinking in American
Families." Led by Glenda Kaufman
Kantor and Linda Williams of the
UNH family research laboratory.
March 31, 4 to 5:30 p.m. Carroll/
Belknap Room, MUB.
PERFORM ANCE BY HOLLY
NEAR

Holly Near, singer, songwriter, actress, activist and author will perform at UNH on March 29 at 3 and
7:30 p.m. Tickets are $15 at the
MUB ticket office (862-2290). Free
childcare is available at the 3 p.m.
show. For more information call
862-1058.
PLAY

"Come One See All Guerilla Theater." A one act play by fem in inst
playwright Megan Terry. Discussion to follow. March 27 and 28 at
8 p.m. New Entertainment Center,
MUB.
RECEPTIO N WITH HOLLY
NEAR

Honoring Friends of the UNH
Commission on the Stat us of
Women. Presentation of Women's
Commission annual awards, display of "Hope for the Future" banner and performance by B&B Brass
Quintet, UNH women's students.
March30,4-5:30p.m. Granite State
Room, MUB. Call 862- 1058 for
more information.

WORK SHOPS
TASk WORKSHO P
There will be a TASk Workshop on

"Getting Back on Track" March 30
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at the TASK
cneter.
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New sports facility controversy
Who really bears the cost of construction?
Malinda Lawrence
Student Body President

I would like to try and shed some light on the controversy
surrounding the proposed, student fee-supported construction of a Recreational Sports Facility, and especially to clear
up some inaccuracies that appeared in Kevin Gray's column
on Tuesday, March 3.
In December of 1991, the student senate put two questions surrounding the Rec Facility Proposal to referendum
ballot. The first asked students if they thought the facility was
necessary and the second asked if they would pay $50 per
semester to support its construction and operation once it was
built.
Exactly 1,985 people voted in the election, and 990 of
them voted that they would be wiling to pay the fee. That's
50 percent, not 70 percent as Kevin Gray stated in his column.
However, as Gray correctly reported, the student senate
on the basis of this referendum, voted not to endorse the feesupported construction of this building.
The Student Senate's opposition to a fee-supported
bonding of a Recreational Sports facility lies with the fee, not
the facility. It is clear to everyone involved that a rec sports
facility is important and highly desirable to all undergraduates.
But forcing a mandatory fee down the throats of over
9 ,000 students (whether they use the facility or not), based on
the fact that 990 agreed to pay it, is hardly the role of a student
governance body, charged with protecting students' consumer rights.
Of all the feedback, complaints, input, nasty remarks,
and whatnot that gets communicated to the student senate in

the course of a year, 99 percent is made up of complaints of
financial hardship, of rising tuition costs, and from students
who feel they are not getting their money's worth from the
University.
Every semester we hear from students who are the
casualties of even minimal increases in tuition, those who
leave UNH for cheaper, lesser-quality institutions, or who are
forced to discontinue their higher education altogether.

"The student senate remains unconvinced
that the costs of constructi ng and
operating this desperatel y needed
building but be borne entirely on the
backs of students."
We hear the sordid stories of the incredible lengths some
students go t pay their tuition bills.
A fifty dollar per semester fee adds $400 to the four year
student's total college expenses. That's before steadily increasing tuition and increases in other fees are factored in.
Many students have told us that increased financial burden
will be more than they can meet, and the fee would be
mandatory for all students, whether they used it or not, not a
$50 user fee as Kevin Gray indicated.
Is it right for student senate to force some students to
leave school so that the more comfortable, middle-class
members of the student body can work out in warmth,
comfort and convenience?
As far back as 1987, the student senate is recorded as
having answered fa) to this question. In that year, the editor

of The New Hamps hi.re demanded in an editorial that" student
senate should not be spending any of students' money on
buildings. Buildings should be paid for by the state."
In September of that same year, in a Forum article, then
Student Body President Warner Jones objected to the fact that
a recreational facility couldn't be paid for with outside
funding, when other capital projects were, such as renovations to Thompson Hall and Conant Hall.
Jones further stated his disagreement with "the way the
University falls back on student mandatory fees" and urged
students to do their part in "ending this arbitrary abuse of
procedure and student mandatory planning by the administration! When will it end?" Obviously not in 1992. The more
things change, the more they stay the same.
The student senate remains unconvinced that the costs of
constructing and operating this desperately needed building
must be borne entirely on the backs of students. The University
administration insists that the state wouldn't support its
construction, though state capital budget funds built the only
existing recreational facility on campus: the field house. But
since the University has refused to place this rec facility on the
capital budget request to the state, I guess we '11 never know.
The University administration also insists that there are
no outside funds (corporate, alumni, or other donations or
fund-raising schemes) available, though the University vice
president for Alumni and Development has indicated that no
one has instructed him to investigate any fund-raising possibilities that might be out there. Of course not. Why would
the University want to go to the trouble to finding outside
funding when it knows it can either fool or force the students
into footing the bill?

To the women of the UNH community

Campus-wide programming created for males coincides with Womens History Month
By Bob Hoynor
Hetzel Hall Director
This is intended to be a statement of clarification and explanation directed
to the women ofUNH regarding the upcoming week of campus-wide programming which is being created for their male peers. "Boys Will Be Boys ...But
How Do We Become Men?" has developed to increase men's awareness of
themselves both as males and as individuals. It has been scheduled to begin on
Monday, March 30 with a variety of workshops to take place throughout the
course of that week. As planners of this week, once the wheels were put into
motion we realized we were infringing upon "Women's History Month."
In order to support this vital women's programming, the focus for the first
two days of the week is on "neutral gender issues," which pertain to and directly
benefit both women and men. On Monday evening, Dr. Michael Fischler will
discuss male/female communication styles. On Tuesday, Helen Falandes,
director of "Violence No More," a 26-week counseling - education program for
domestic violence abusers will look at the socialization of gender roles and the
effects of those processes on both men and women. On Tuesday evening, a
panel discussion about the roles of gender in religious practice will be offered.
Men need to come to recognize their ominous capacity for power and
control of women. Although we still live in a clearly patriarchical culture, the
balance of equality between men and women is beginning to change. Some
men have begun to reflect upon their attitudes and beliefs toward the status of
women - undoubtedly, there are still significant changes that have to be made.
For men to begin to look at themselves and to gain some understanding into
who they are as men and, perhaps more importantly, simply as human beings,
the expectations that surround male gender roles must be unshackled. The
freedom for men to be unique and wholly in touch with themselves has a very
powerful and positive potential for change. Men's attitudes toward the status
of women can only change when they take responsibility to liberate themselves
from those prescribed gender roles which keep them in positions of power over
women.
The issues that are faced in contemporary society are notexclusively men's
issues or women's issues. Instead, these concerns have been expressed by
women for years. Ultimately, these issues need to become sexless as they have
effects upon both genders. Therefore, men and women cooperatively working
to solve them seems to be inevitable. We invite you to become part of this
process.
Overall, over 1,000 men at UNH have been addressed at some level or
another on "men's issues" in the past one and a half years through programming. Their responses have been positive, supportive and openly expressing
the desire and need for more programs. The momentum of creating awareness
and subsequent positive change with the inception of these programs has been

well received. The present challenge is to continue this progress by organizing and guiding it to ensure that
it has the most positive impact as possible upon the entire community. Our hope is that "Boys Will Be
Boys ... " will help this to continue.

Touchstones
By Jane Hall
-Associate Director of the Catholic Student Center and Associate Chaplain to the
Universtty.
Building a just community seems a fitting task for any healthy community. In the Christian
tradition, the call to justice is the call to love our God and then love our neighbors as ourselves.
The idea that we are all related through our common origin mandates this response of caring for
all people. We have, as individuals and groups, been gifted by our God and are responsible to use
these gifts for the advancement of all. If we each give a little of our time, talent and resources we
can transform our environment We can create justice on our campus and in our world.
We must continually assess our progress toward this goal of justice and modify our personal
and organi:zational behavior in ways that make it the hallmark of our comm unities. The challenge
embedded in this call to justice is the admonition to value each individual and to work toward the
just treatment of all. It is a challenge to look at the world of the universtity and the larger world
with new eyes. Eyes filled with compassion and love. Eyes that celebrate the differences both
seen and unseen.
As a university community, we are currently responding to this call in a number of ways.
Student organi:zations, faculty and staff groups, Greek houses, residence halls, and individual
members of our community reach out to bring justice to the larger community by collecting money
or food to be shared with those in need. Organi:zations and individuals such as child care providers,
crisis response centers, schools and other community organi:zations voulnteer time at shelters. We
have an Office of Multicultural Student Affairs and various groups to represent those who have
been unjustly seen as less than equal in our society. We provide courses that familiarize students
with other culture's struggle for justice. Groups gather to speak out against the injustice they see
and to explore ways to redress these wrongs. These are only a few of the many ways we strive
for justice in our community.
We should be proud of all we have accomplished as a community and as individuals while
continuing to seek ways in which we can be open and inclusive of all people no matter how they
may differ from us. There is still much work to be done to make the ideal of justice a reality. We
cannot rest assuming the work will be completed by others. We, as individuals and as groups, must
create this just environment a new each day.
In celebration of diversity, the Chaplains acknowledge that the opinions expressed by one
may not be shared by all.
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By Peter Conklin
UNH Senior
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by John Hirtle

Recently, articles appearing in both The New Hampshire and Main Street
Magazine have blasted the murals decorating the Durham post office. Specifically,
these articles have been aimed at a mural entitled "Cruel Adversity", in which there
is depicted a Native American, with torch in hand, preparing to attack coloniall
settlers. People have criticized this mural, on the grounds that it perpetrates a racial
slander toward Native Americans. They feel that the Native American was not cruel,
but rather was defending himself against a violent invader as best he could. Though
I understand people's sympathy for Native Americans, I do not understand their desire
to destroy this mural.
I must elaborate on my confusion. History, it seems, comes to use through
the preservation of human activity in a variety of timeless media. The great pyramids
of Egypt, the pervasive dramas of Shakespeare, the sweeping music of Brahms, the
death camps of Auschwitz and Dachau, and the cartridge landscape of South East
Asia, all of this is history. The value of these monuments, however, comes from the
insight they give us into the longings and tragedies of the human endeavor. Good or
evil, history is viciously honest, providing us a pure vista of humanity.
Forever mankind has been committing horrible deeds, and with these deeds
are erected the monuments of injustice. But there is a reason for preserving Masada,
the statues of Lenin, and even the mural "Cruel Adversity." Because only through an
understanding of these failures and tragedies of the past, can we avoid their repetition
in the future. Only through a complete history of humanity, can we attain a complete
understanding of humanity. The history of evil, as much as that of good, must be
preserved.
What is it that these hotheaded activists wish to achieve? Does the removal
of"tragic, primitive, and prejudiced values" from our walls remove those deeds from
our history, or remove the capacity for those deeds from the human ~oul? I think not.
Before we self-righteously charge through the history books, rewriting our "superior"
justice over the truth, we should think a moment about what our history has to say to
us. I do believe, that if these indignant activists would only contemplate the horrors
of the past, and the motives that caused them, they would moderate their own reckless
behavior. For he who destroys history is condemned to repeat the mistakes of history.
This mural reminds us of the cost of our civilization, let it continue to serve that
purpose.
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Insult to
speaker
To the editor:
I will try to state this plainly as
possible in that I do not want to let
my anger and embarrassment frustrate and jumble my pen or my
thoughts before I say what deserves
to be said. On March 10, 1992JeanClaude Martineau graced this campus with his joyful reading of Haitian poetry and stories. Delicately
interwoven with this joy was the
sorrowful political state of his
country, a large result of the elite's

refusal to officialize Creole, the
language of 90 percent of the population. The polarization of the Haitian rich and poor is chiefly caused
by this language problem. The rich
( 10 percent) speak French, not Creole. They keep Creole unofficialized
and therefore remain in power.
When Mr. Martineau stated that he
purposefully wrote in ''his language", Creole, and ended his reading with a personal and powerfully
emotional poem about repression
(in Creole, of course), I was moved
to tears. Imagine my shame, disgust, .
anger and disbelief when a student
immediately afterwards approached
him and spoke in French. To this
student I ask you, did you not think

his English was good enough, having lived in this country longer than
you have been alive? Were you
simply trying to show off your
French speaking skills or use him to
practice? Learn about Haiti, my
friend, and perhaps next time you

Jayne South
UNH Student

FATHER OF
THE BRIDE
EVE 7:00 9:00
SAT&SUNMAT
12:15 2:20 4:25 PG

PG-13

Eve 6:50
TOPOR MY MOM
WILL SHOOT

world of
advertising,

Informational
meeting: Wed.,
April 1st, 5:306:30 p.m.

will not so deftly and ignorantly
insult guests of our school. I can
only say that, for myself, I have
never been so ashamed.

SAT & SUN MAT 12:35 2:40 4:40 PG-13

in the

The New
Hampshire
is the place
for you.

PG-13

EVE 6:40 8:50
SAT&SUNMAT
12:20 2: 30 4: 30

THE UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY
Annual Concert
Ballet, Jazz, Tap, Modern Dance
Directed by Charles L. Robertson, Gay Nardone, Nancy J. Steele
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, Durham 6
March 27 and 28 at 8 P.M.,
March 29 at 2 P.M - Jean Mattox Scholarship Benefit
April 1 at 10:30 A.M., April 1 and 2 at 7 P.M ,
April 3 and 4 at 8 P.M.
Reservations: 862-2290, General: $7.00
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni/Seniors/Chamber Members $6.00
Dinner Theater Package - The Woods Restaurant. New England Center
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EVE 6:45 9:05
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FRIED GREEN
TOMATOES
Eve 6:50 9:15 PG-13
AT & SUN MAT 12:50 3:3

Blame It On
Thfve
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SAT&: SUN MAT 12:40 2:40 4:40

The Great Mouse
Detective
SAT&SUNMAT
12:35 2:35 4:35

Announcing _low-interest loans for highperformance machines, scenery optional.
Sometimes to do your best work, all you need is a change of
scenery.

Here's bow you can afford an Apple Macintosh computer, even if
you can't afford a Macintosh.

The new Apple Macintosh PowerBook computers give you the freedom to
work anywhere you want, anytime you want. They're small enough to fit in a book
bag. Powetful enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're affordable,
too. They run virtually all Macintosh software; and can run for up.to three hours on
a single battery charge. They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memocy and come
standard with plenty of hard disk storage.
See the PowerBook computers at the University Technology Center today,
and don't forget to ask us for details about the Apple Computer Loan.

Qualifying students, parents borrowing on behalf of students, and faculty and
staff members with an annual salary of at least $15,000 can purchase a Macintosh using
the Apple Computer Loan program. Apply to borrow from $1,500 to $10,000 for the
computer, other Apple products-including the AppleCare extended service plan, and
up to three software packages.
So stop by and fill out an Apple Computer Loan application tcxiay. You could
be driving a very powerful machine sooner than you think.

,,,;...
/UNIVE RSITY
Technology Center
Thompson Hall, Room 14A
Monday - Friday • 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
(603) 862-1328 • N .H. (800) 245- 7773

There's no telling
where a PowerBook
can take you !
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ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddi ck
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ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
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HELP
WANTED
Looking for some hands-on business experience? The New Hampshire is looking for a mature, dedicated, and motivated individual for
Business Manager next fall. Come
see Shauna in room 151 oftheMUB
- or take an application from the
door. Get the most our of your college experience!

::~rf;;:,,~~;,;:!,,..:,;,~,

Childcare positions available - We
are a professional agency looking
for dedicated, loving childcare
providers for families in Boston,
MA area. We offer training, excellent benefits and salary, plus time
to explore New England. One year
comminnen t necessary. Call The
Nurturing Nanny 1-800-552-8133.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING earn $2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer, and Career
employment available. No experiEarn $1,000/wk at home stuffing ence necessary. For employment
envelopes! For information, please program call 1-206-545 -4155
send SASE to CJ Enterprises, Box ext.C465
67068U,CuyahogaFalls,OH44222
Free Room/Board/Car in exchange
Helper for handicapped person for for household/childcare. Separate
the summer. $6.25/hr to start. No loftw/bath. Longtermcommitment
experience necessary. Call Dan 692- Flexible schedule preferred. Ref.
4764
erences. Sue 742-3457.

Earn $5000+/
month. Free transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment program call Student Employme nt
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.
1505.

1985 Cutlas Cierra Oldsmobile.
Four drive sedan. NC, powerlocks.
MUST SELL. $1,500 or best offer.
Willing to bargain. Call Rebecca at
433-1975 (leave message)

ON CAMPUS HOUSING. Fifteen

NeedMoneyforCollege? Recorded
message gives details or write
American Computer Service, P.O.
Box 700 Moody, Me 04054-0700.

Yashica, Manual SLR and its
matching flash for sale. It is in
excellent condition, $220 takes it.
Call 868-2721, Nikos.

for single starting May 23, call Chris
or Al at 868-9859.

Piano lessons - good student. All
ages and levels. 433-7355 please
leave message.
Guitar lessons - all styles- relocated
from New York City - professional
with much performan ce and
teaching experience - B.A. in music; reasonable rates. Call Rob at
749-4264.

FOR SALE

Camp counselors wanted at beautiful residential summer camp for
girls in Vermont. Strong skills
necessary in gymnastics, tennis,
field sports, English riding, sailing,
canoeing, ceramics. arts/crafts,
dance, drama or hiking. Good moral
character and love of children a
must. Academic credit available.
Mid-June - Mid-Augu st Female.
nonsmokers. Contact Lochearn
Camp, Box 500, Post Mills, Vt.
05058 1-800-235-6659
<

.,

Artist wanted: willing to trade
drawing or painting for food and or
money. Ice House, Too. Contact
Keith 868-1146

ILOST AND FOUND I
Navy blue LL Bean backpack taken
from Stillings on Wed. 2/26 during
dinner. Please return its contents especially my keys and glasses!
$20 no questions asked. Stillings
box 5367 or call 862-8215.

~ •- SERVICES
.I\Ja.
I

.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there for $169 with
AIR HITCH! (Reported in Let's Go
& NY Times) For details:
AIRHITCH (212)-864-2000
Graduation ? Birthday? Anniversary? For any occasion - get a
DECORAT ED CAKE! Custom
decorated to your order.Low Prices
- Terri 868-5465 •

WORD PERFECT SURVIVAL
SKILLS

Can you type? WordPerfect(I) instruction; group/individual; flexible
hours, reasonable rates. Call Janet
Summer jobs to save the environ- Boyle 659-3578.
ment- earn $2,500-3,500. National
campaign positions to promote SUMMERJOBS-Earn$$$, 100+
comprehen sive recycling, curb pages booklet lists thousands ofjobs
global warming and stop toxic pol- in US. Room, board, airfare prolution. Pos'ns in 29 states and D.C. vided. Foreign students welcome.
Intvws 3/25 amd 3/26/ Call Jamie EMPLOYMENT GUARANtoll free: 1-800-75-EARTH.
TEED OR YOUR MONEY
BACK, Send $10 cash or check to:
Stratham - free room in exchange National StudentFinancial Planning
for help mornings at bed and Service, P.O. Box 390085 Cambreakfast. Call 772-3999 non- bridge, MA 02139.
smoker.
Improve your riding skills this year!
Summer jobs $9 .10/hr or com- Beginners thru F.E.I. train the
mission. Advertising sales. Sales classical way, licensed educator with
experience helpful but not neces- teaching degree, competitive backsary. Trainingprovided. Workclose ground in dressage and eventing.
to UNH. Car recommended. Call Flatwork/jumping in luxurious inSteven Gorman at (800) 462-0262 door facility 25 minutes away.
for details and application. METRO Flexible scheduling, working student possibilities. Gail Harrington
MARKETI NG GROUP.
603-394-7441.

·•

Professional Word Processing for
reports, theses, correspond ence.
Tape transcription, data base, laser
printing. Experienced, quick return.
Janet Boyle 659-3578.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-

MEfil - fisheries,

rr ,, · ·• ' ; 1

1985 GolfGTi: Good condition, new
tires, exhaust and shocks. Want
quick sale, only asking $2,250. Call
John 742-6126.
Boston Bruins _ kitchen magnets,
8x IO photos, and poster size prints
of any player. Quality collectables.
Call 862-8829 for more info, nights.

__________

Let Willy the Wizard tune your bicycle for spring. Magical mechanics performed for you, cheap. Ask
about specials. Think. 749-0377.
Stereo Equipment - Nikko receiver,
Cerwin Vega speakers, Servo turn-

table all excellent condition $150
659-6805.
Skis, Elan 180, Tyrolia 380-bindings, ski tote, two sets poles. $75,
boots. Heierling size 10 male, $7 5.
Jim 332-1972.
1981 Toyota Corrola. Two- door
hatchback, 5 spd, silver, new clutch,
runs well, reliable, economica l,
$800/best offer. Call 862-9003.
Hiking boots, Zam berlan mevis size
11. Vibram soles. Like new, hardly
used. $200 new/ your price $50.
Jim 332-1972.
Computer. IBM compatible. 20
MB hard, 360-k floppy. High
resolution monitor. Like new $500.
Jim 332-1972.
1984 Mazada Rx-7 Immac. - No
rust, loaded: sunroof, radio/cassette
deck w/equalizer and more. Exec.
cond. Low mileage. Call 942-8969
evens.
Guitar Amp - Carvin XB 100 halfstackw/accesories. Excellentcond.
Call Tom at 862-4010 for add. info
and price.

HOUSING
SEPTEMB ER - MAY RENTAL
HAMPTON BEACH. Three bedroom house fully furnished.
$500plus utilities 617-246-1431
after 6 p.m.
Strafford Place - adjacent to the
New England Center - features include: singles, doubles,aparnnents,
micros, refrigerators, laundry facilities, TV & study lounge, offstreet parking - stop by our office at
14 StraffordAvenue for rates and to
inspect or call 868-2192.
September to May rental. Hampton
beach. 3 bedroom house fully furnish, $500 + utilities/month 1-617246-1431 after 6 p.m.
LOOKING FORAROO MMATE?
Call Nexus Roommate Network.
UNH students. Referrals only or
open listings. Any lifestyle. Free
info: 1-800-643-2643.
DURHAM - STUDENT HOUSING STARTIN G AT $250
MONTHLY. Don't miss out on the
best deals in Durham. The Cheyney
Companies offer the largest selection of housing within walking
distance to campus: Rooms, Student
Units, Studios, and 1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments. Many properties include heat and hot water, off-street
parking, laundry, and extra storage.
Call now to guarantee a reservation.
(603) 659-2303.
2 bedroom condo in Newmarket.
Five miles from UNH. Fullyapplianced kitchen and small deck.
Available immediately. $550/mo 3
per. max 267-6351.
Summer and Fall Housing: 4 & 5
bedrooms, kitchen & living room, 2
bathrooms. 1 mile from T-Hall in
quiet locations with plenty of
parking. Lease and security deposit.
Call Elaine at 335-2686 days or
332-2568 evenings.
Kyreages Inc. Rentals taking names
for priority listings - school year
'92-'93 call Lou 1-207-439-1304.
NEED $100/mont h? Non-traditionalstude ntlookingf oroneroom .
Allergic to animals. Send info to
PO Box 289, Durham.

meals/wee k, profession al cook,
parking, good study atmospher e
I, 100/semester for room and board.

WHAT ABOUT THE SUMMER? $35/week for dble, $55/wk

Stratham -20minute s from campus.
Attractive, sunny rooms for rent non smoker. Laundry and meal
plans available. 772-3999.
Durham Summer Rentals - 2 bedroom apartments. Walk to campus.
Off-street parking. Washer/Dryer
on site. Call Evelyn at 868-3240.
Things to do:
Study for exam, register to vote,
CALL THE FISCHER AGENCY
at742-6242RENTALS: DURHAM
AND DOVER.
Spendin ... the summa" in Durham?
Now renting duplexes- Great location and price. Call the Fischer
Agency@ 742-6242.
Roommates needed to share a house
on Lake Winnipes aukee in
Meredith, NH. Beautiful location,
beach, deck, patio. $1,200 for June,
July, August. Call 862-8661.
Three-bed room fully furnished
house in Durham available J ulv and
August. $800/month plus utilities.
868-1447.
Durham 6 bedroom house available
for summer. 2 1/2 baths, backyard.
Offstreet parking. Near town. $17 5
mo (negotiable) Call Jen @8683153
2 bedroom apt, Downtown Dover,
near busstop. $500/mo. Includes
heat hot water. Call John/Chris
749-1958 leave message.
Durham: two singles- Yellow house
13 Madbury Road. Includes heat,
washer/dryer, parking $2,250 per
semester. Available July 1. Call
868-5201.

I PERSONALS Mi I
Food for thought: 40,000 children
die each day from hunger related
causes.
Food for the table: Walk in the
UNH annual CROP walk for hunger on April 5;
You can make a difference.
Call 862-1165
NANNIES!!! We offer immediate
placement in the NY, NJ and CT
areas. Great benefits! Yearly employment only. Call your local rep
- Chris at 927-4459 or call NANNIES PLUS at 1-800-752-0078.

________

=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=ADOPTION:
We will provide a beautiful life for
your baby. Let's help each other.
Call collect, (603)929-0388. Barb
and Don.
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs. Earn up to $1,000 in
one week. Plus receive a $1,000
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCHjustforcallin g 1-800-9320528 Ext. 65.
ANNOUNCING
AN
ENHANCEMENTTOT HEIBMPS/
2: A low-interest rate loan. Visit the
Technology Center, ground 0oorTHall for details.
FREE HAIR HIGHLIGHTS Girls needed for advanced foil
weaving update by hairstyles Design
Team Call 772-3791 for details.

Bow Knows Russel, the LOVE
muscle. P.S. Hope you like your
new weekend accomodations at
HotelB6

23

T_H~E_NE~W_H_A_MP_S_H_IR_E~FR_I_D_A_Y_M_AR_:_C_H_2~7~,_I9_92_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
room ll0B by April 1. Questions - So the big day's almost here. Re- S, Hey there! Meet me at East-West gry. Call today - use your feet so
contactGeoffHoffmanat862-2730. member? April 5 -The CROP walk
Park at 1p.m. on April 5 to Walle for someone can eat! 862-1165.
for hunger. Listen to some great Hunger. The whole gang will be
MATT CRAIG - I see you in Lower tunes, enjoy the sun (or rain), scarf there, don •t space it out! Call me - To Sue the Fire Gestapo, we love ya
Hudd every MWF. You can dunk upsomehealthyfood, walk through 2 65
babe, love the Bear Brook Gang,
-11 . J.
your cookies in my hot chocolate beautiful NH so someone else can
P.S. Russ, How about a PB Max for
anytime. Love, ?
eat. Be there! (Sunday 1 p.m.)
Lance and Marn: Tanks foa the aul- breakfast?
night "caufec taulk." It was like
Tony and Chris - Thank you! There Apes - about FLA- sometimes the
Hey guys "Tell him I paid home."
butta. Let's do anutta!
is the journal to read, but if there's truth is a hard pill to sw~low- sorry
Thanks, Jules for getting him off
anything else we can do and you I had to be tlie messenger!
Don 'tjust feel guilty when you hear my back. "Guys - the door next to
know we mean anything. let us
about hungry people. Act!!! By me isn't locked AHHHHHHH!!!"
know. How about some O's? Love TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TOgetting involved in the UNH/ T- you owe me 33 cents!
those five crazy D2s, Happy Birth- NIGHT! * AMERICAN PICDurham CROP walk for hunger on
day too.
TURES * 6:30pm, Granite State
Thanks to Steve Lankier for going
April 5, you can make the future
Room, MUB. TONIGHT! TObrighter for someone who is hun- to the game, and calling the story in
NIGHT! TONIGHT!
so we could all read the results!

Happy Birthday Gero! Yeah 2-3!

Happy
21st
Birthda
Vicki!!

Love,
Gina,
Heather,
&Jude
Love, The Whooley's at 68

***************************
***To the Panama City Crew***
U know who you are! A toast to
many laughs
and fun times! Get psyched for a
~ reunion!
Mr. Big.
Want to be published? Send your
fiction and poetry toAEGIS, MUB ,

Wholesa le
Screen
printing &
Embroid ery

*Full time Rep
& artist
Todd Doucette
(Douce)

868-5787
or

868-6605
Sue • Gene • Sharon
■ SHIRTS~

Or use your four color Xerox,. copier. Your pastel markers. Or your new 3-0 graphic software package. Hey,
don't hold back. Simply put, we're having acontest to find the most fabulous, creative, memorable,
audacious 19 by 24 inch poster to get people to fly Virgin Atlantic Airways to London. The
designer will not only win two round-trip tickets to London. They'll get achance to have their
first big portfolio piece plastered all over the United States. Not a bad deal. If you want more
Virgin Atlantic Airways
Take us tor all we ve got
information about Virgin, drop us a line. Just remember, the sky's the limit.
Virgin Atlantic Airways. 96 Morton Street, New York, NY 10014. Attn: Marketing Services, Poster Contest.
Design a poster for Virgin Atlantic Airways and you may win two free round-tnp Economy Class tickets to London.Tickets are good for one year. Mail your poster submission to Korey, Kay &
Partners. 130 Fifth Avenue, 8th floor, New York, NY 10011, Attn· Poster Contest. Be sure to include your name, your school name and address Entries must~ postmarked by May 1, 1992
Winner will be notified by mail on May 15, 1992 Please include a forwarding address if your school address does not apply. Posters will be Judged by acre~t1~e panel _of Korey Kay & Partners
and Virgin Atlantic Airways representatives on creativity and originality. One entry per person. Maximum size ~9" x 24" All entries become the prnperty of Virgin Atlantic Airways. Contest open
to matriculating students only. Employees and 1mmed1ate family members of Korey, Kay and Virgin Atlantic Airways are ineligible Other restnct1ons may apply

I'

TONIGHT!!
at

6:30 p.m.
fo r ju st ____ t
....

AMERICAN
PICTURES
Friday, Mar ch 27th at
6:30 p.m. in the Gra nite
Stat e Room, MUB
$1 full time UNH
und ergr adu ates
$2 all othe rs
-
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Men's scoring leaders
NCAA Hockey Pairings
First Round
Name
G
A PTS.
Thursday, March 26
Amodeo
Flanagan
Mitrovic
Morrow
Stewart
Thomson
Klym
Donovan
Messina
McGrath
Dexter
Chebator

26
26
15
29
15

4

42
34
42
23
10
11
15
9
13
12
9

68
60
57
52
25
24
21
16
15
14
13

5

6

11

13
6
7

2
2

(Providence Civic Center)
BU vs. Michigan St. 5 p.m.
UNH vs. Wisconsin 8:30 p.m.
Friday March 27
(Joe Louis Arena)
N. Michigan vs. Wisconsin S p.m.
Alaska Anch. vs. L. Superior 8:30 p.m.
Quarterfinals
Saturday, March 28
(Providence Civic Center)
UNH/Wlsc. vs. St. Lawrence S p.m.
BU/MSU vs. Maine 8:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 29
(Joe Louis Arena)
AA/LS vs. Minnesota 1 p.m.
N.Mlch/Clark vs. Michigan 4:30 p.m.
Semifinals and Finals April 2 & 4
Albany, NewYork

Top 10 All-time goal
leaders at UNH

NCAA Poll

1. Ralph Cox (7 5-79)
2. Louis Frignon (67-71)
3. Bob Gould (75-79)
4. Cliff Cox (72-76)

127
96
91
87

5. Joe Flanagan (1988-)

85

6. John Gray (69-72)
7. Jamie Hislop (72-7 6)
8. Gordie Clark (71-74)
9. Jon Fontas (74-78)
10. Dan Potter (80-84)
Frank Roy (75-79)

81
77
76
72
71
71

1. Maine
29-3-2
2. Michigan
30-7-3
3. Minnesota
32-9-0
4. Lake Superior St.
23-9-4
5. Michigan St.
21-9-8
6. Wisconsin
23-12-2
7. St. Lawrence.
22-8-1
8. N. Michigan
22-13-3
9. Boston Univ.
21-8-4
10. New Hampshire
22-12-2
Others receiving votes: Harvard,
Clarkson, Providence

Hoc key East Tournament Wra p-u p
Special to The New Hampshire
In the first home playoff
game since 1985, the Wildcats held
off a pesky Northeastern squad for
a 4-2 victory in the Hockey East
Quarterfinal Game. The win propelled UNH into the Hockey East
semifinals for the second time in
history and the first since 1990.
Joe Flanagan dished out
three assists with a goal and Jeff
Levy made a career-best 50 saves,
including 19 in the second and 18 in
the third. Domenic Amodeo also
had three assists, and New Hampshire wound up winning all four
meetings with the Huskies this
winter.

So, the Wildcats earned their first
triptotheBostonG ardensince 1983,
and with the 'Cats came their incredible fans that helped make
Snively Arena such a cozy place for
the team. A crowd of 5,337 featured
2-3000 Blue and White fans. UNH
faced Providenceand looked to wipe
out those previous Friar victories
with a win in the HE Semifinals.
The game was a classic, as
is usually in this underrated series.
UNH led 1-0 after one period and 32 after two, as Jesse Cooper, Savo
Mitrovic and freshman Nick Poole
each posted their first career
Causeway Street goals. But the
Friars tested Jeff Levy and came

close to tying before Mitrovic unleashed a blistering slapper on a
short-handed situation with just3:38
left in regulation. Mike Boback
brought PC back with 1:39 left, but
Domenic Amodeo put it away just
26 seconds later with his 26th of the
season. Levy stopped 34 on the
night.
New Hampshire would
face Maine in the Wildcats' first
ever appearance in the Hockey East
Championship Game. It was the
dream match-up, and 12,212 made
their dreams come true to provide
the largest crowd in league history.
And yes, at least 4,00 were rooting
fi r the 'Cats.

Women's basketball statistics
Player

Overall Record: 14-5 NAC Record: 6-2
G
FG/FGA
FT/FfA
PTS.

Laura Seiden 26
Marcie Lane
26
Kendall Daly
26
Deb Russell
26
Kerri Eaton
25
Sue Ryan
26
Karyn McKoy 23
Teya Eaton
25
Meaghan Lane 24
Cheryl Cote
24
Sue McLaughlin 9
Jenny Matteson 4
Julie Gagne
4

138/273
99/284
118/318
92/157
72/196
41/101
33/68
25/79
12/51
16/51
3/4
1/4
1/2

70/94
113/152
46/68
23/31
13/21
15/23
15/28
32/50
14/32
8/15
1/2
0/0
0/0

346
344
284
207
157
97
81
82
46
40
7
2
2

AVG.
13.3
13.2
10.9
8.0
6.3
3.7
3.5
3.3
1.9
1.7

.8
.5
.5

Scott Morrow's powerplay
goal at 4:01 sent the Wildcat fans
into a frenzy, and consideringthat
UNH had lost just one all season
when scoring first, there was reason
to hope. But Jim Montgomery
scored twice later in the period for a
2-1 Maine lead. Then, when Kent
Salfi scored a short-handed goal at
8:55 of the second, the arched back
of the Wildcat was broken for the
night. Salfi later scored again and
the Black Bears (Who outshot UNH
33-20) skated away with their second Lamoriello Cup.
Domenic Amodeo (a goal
and two assists) and Jeff Levy were
named to the All-Tournament team

at the Garden.
Sunday, the Wildcats
learned that they were selected to
the NCAA Championships for the
fisrt time since the 1982-83 season.
It marks the fourth time overall.
The 'Cats were chosen as
the third seed in the East, pitting
them against the Badgers of the
University of Wisconsin.
Before the start of the
semis at the Garden, senior center
Joe Flanagan was the recipient of
the first ever Len Ceglarski Award.
The award is presented to the player
honored for good sportsmanship.
The award was voted by the coaches,
officials, and SID s .

Women 's
Teams

NAC Final Standin gs
Confere nce
All
Win Loss Pct. Win Loss Pct.
jJJV.i.f:m.9it.f/Il!J!:ttl1flfilti4:/fliltI:;U.JfMt1~QftQIJil!~lEl9/l}IJf:to.JJ:JtJll.JOOOil!ll
2. Maine
11
2
0.846
20
9
0.690 I
l~:I:mIIIIHimD1H.i11ftif~tltl\}fVil\i/IId~~'-~?Jiliftif!J.S:.'.iii~til:!il:liI?llllt?.O:Nit

4. Delaware

7

7

0.500

15

14

0.520

I

t1!!!~!1!1l1YlifllfB1,fll~!I!jf@l:ltiit~B'.iJ!@t,,i,t1t~11

1:~:(Qreim:nr:::u:mrrn1:f:tttJ@::fa:3t:1:1J1t11ttt):0~21011Jw:i:mar1:1mt1201:11@i@ro;220mmm
8. Hartford

2

12

0.140

9

19

0.320
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1992 Baseball Preview

I

Baseball sWings into '92 season
By Colin C. Haley
TNH Sports Staff
For sports fans the passage out of the

Watson will also see time at third.
and freshmen Tim Westfall and Craig
Junior college transfer Bobby Payzant
At second, three newcomers will com- McLaughlin will also be vying for time. The will fight for the left field job, and so will
pete for playing time. Chris Elias, a sopho- quartet will attempt to fill the gap left by Jim junior Ed Zraket. Zraket hit .329 last season,
winterdoldrumsismarkednotbythecalendar, more transfer from Providence College, will Rigazio (.338 batting avg. last year) who was fifth on the team.
The most important component of any
but by the crack of the bat. Although it may be joined by freshmen Joe Samo and Scott lost to graduation.
not feel like it, it is officially spring, and Ivens. Looking for an infield spot will be
Junior right fielder John Batchelder baseball team is pitching. From Little League
spring means baseball.
freshman Jeff McHale, who also plays soccer suffered a broken leg in the off season and is to the pros, a good pitching staff can tum a
working hard to get back for the season. team around and carry it (just ask the Atlanta
For head coach Ted Conner, this will be for UNH.
".J.. his 27th and final spring. Conner, the
"Playing first base is a lot tougher than it Sophomore Dan Geoffrey will also see time Braves).
If the 1992 Wildcats have a weakness it
winningest coach in UNH baseball history looks. It's probably the most underrated in right.
Centerfield will be manned by junior could be the inexperience of its pitching staff.
(340 wins), will be retiring after this season. position on the field," said coach Conner.
Conner and assistant coach Pete Michel hope Four players are looking to anchor the infield imnman Brett Elmore, who played in all 38 "We are very stable in the infield and outfield
to lead the 'Cats to improve on last year's 16 at first TJ. Downey, who had a .938 fielding games last year. Last season Elmore drove in and our catching is excellent. The question
and 22 season.
percentage at second last season, will take his 14 runs and stole five bases. Defensively, he will be our pitching," said coach Conner. "We
Most baseball coaches consider the skillstofirstbasethisyear. GardnerO'Flynn finished with a .943 fielding percentage.
haveyoungpitchersthatareuntestedinleague
shortstop to be the glue that holds a r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , play," he said.
team together. UNH is fortunate to
The young pitching staff
have senior Dave Stewart, a fourwas denied its first chance to prove
itself over spring break. While many
year starter, returning at short.
Stewart, the· team captain, is
students basked in the sunshine of
fourth on the UNH all-time-hit list
Florida, the baseball team was
with 123 and has a career batting
snowed out of two games against
Hartford.
average of .319. In 1990 he hit .374
One of the few pitchers
(5th all time UNH) and was ranked
asthetougheststrikeoutinthecounwho has experience is junior
try, striking out only once in 139 atO'Flynn, who will likely be the
bats. Last season he hit .314 and led
number-one starter. Last year the
big lefty went 2-4 with three saves
the team with 27 RBI's. In addition
to his offense, Stewart is a solid
and a 5.73 ERA.
fielder. Last season he finished with
S e n i o r s R i c h
a .949 fielding average.
MuthersbaughandDanGilmoreadd
experience to the staff. Junior Bob
Backing up Stewart at short will
be freshman Brian Anderson who
Jordan, a defensive back on the
displayed steady defense this fall.
football team, will also be on the
Returning third baseman Jim Neary
mound this spring.
Sophomore Jim Collins'
will help to defend the left side of the
infield. Neary, a senior, finished the
fastball should make him the num1991 season with a .938 fielding
ber two or three starter and sophopercentage. On offense he used his
more Todd Brown will play a role as
speed to swipe a team leading eight
bases last season. Freshman Alex

Ted Conner's Wildcat baseball team races off with Drexel ror the first home meet (TNH me photo).

1992 pre-season roster 1992 schedule

/J

~

NO. NAME

POSITION

March

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Outfield
Second Base
Third Base
Shortstop
Catcher
Shortstop
Outfield
First Base
Second Base
Outfield
Catcher
Third Base
Outfield
First Base
Outfield
Pitcher
Pitcher
Pitcher
Pitcher

21 at Hartford (DH) 12 p.m.
22 at Hartford (DH) 12 p.m.
27 at Lasalle 1 p.m.
28 at Delaware (DH) 12 p.m.
29 at Delaware (DH) 12 p.m.

Daniel Geoffrey
Joseph Sarno
Jim Neary
Brian Anderson
Chuck Tsiamis
David Stewart
John Batchelder
Craig McLaughlin
Scott Ivens
Edward Zraket
12
Jeff Niejadlik
14
Alex Watson
16
Bobby Payzont
17
T.J. Downey
18
Brett Elmore
19
Rich Muthersbaugh
21
Erik Mayo
Gardner O'Flynn
22
23
Kevin Theberge
24
Jim Collins
26
Dan Gilmore
27
Chris Elias
Alex Iler
28
Timothy Westfall
29
Todd Brown
30
31
Jonathon Dion
Bob Jordan
JeffMcHale
Asst. Coach Pete Michel

Pitcher
Pitcher
Second Base
Pitcher
First Base
Pitcher
Pitcher
Pitcher
Infield

April

Watch
for...
Dave
Stewart

4 DREXEL (DH) 12 p.m.
5 DREXEL (DH)
12 p.m.
8 at Merrimack 3 p.m.
11 at Maine (DH) 12 p.m.
12 at Maine (DH) 12:30 p.m.
14 at Brown (DH) 1 p.m.
16 RHODE ISLAND (DH) 1 p.m.
18 at Vermont (DH) 1 p.m.
19 at Vermont (DH) 12 p.m.
22 PROVIDENCE (DH) 1 p.m.
25 BOSTON UNIV (DH) 1 p.m.
26 BOSTON UNIV (DH) 1 p.m.
29 HOLY CROSS 3 p.m.
30 at UMass (DH) 1 p.m.

and

Gardner
O'Flynn

May
2 NORTHEASTERN (DH) 1 p.m.
3 NORTHEASTERN (DH) 1 p.m.
6 DARTMOUTH (DH) 1 p.m.
9 BENTLEY (DH) 1 p.m.

middle reliever.
The success of this year's
team \\'.ill depend largely on the performance
of the freshman pitchers. Kevin Theberge,
from Berlin, NH, throws hard and has good
control. Jon Dion and Alex Iler will also get
a chance to prove themselves in the rotation.
The young staff will be handled by two
very capable juniors, Jeff Niejadlik and Chuck
Tsiamis. Niejadlik led the 'Cats last season
with a .368 average and drove in 23 runs.
Tsiamis is also strong at the plate finishing
last season at .333.
The team travels to Lasalle on Friday
and will face their biggest test of the young
season over the weekend in a two-game series against Deleware. Deleware defeated
perennial powerhouse Maine last week and
looks like the team to beat in the NAC.
The Wildcats open at home on April 4 vs.
Drexel at 12 p.m.

UNH
opening day!
April 4 against
Drexel, 12 p.m..
.
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1992 Men's Lacrosse Preview

2':/

Men's lax crushes Arizona State and UAr izon a
teams in preseason, ready for 1992 campaign

I

By Michael Hayward
TNH Sports Staff

but he knows if one of them can't fill
the job, one of the others is ready.
Each year head lacrosse coach Jim
"They all have unique
Urquhart hangs a poster in his team's
qualities that make them strong," Hall
locker room. Each year he writes a set of
said. "Brian is good out of the cage and
goals on the poster so that whenever the
has quick hands, Smith has better posiplayers walk into the locker room, they
tioning than Vona. I think Doran has a
will constantly be reminded of what the
better stick than both of them. But you
team is striving for.
know you have to pick one guy."
Last year, the team's main goal was
Urquhartfeels Paczkowski
to make the NCAA play-offs. But even
is the best defenseman on the team and
with a strong 9-4 regular season finish,
a great all-around player.
the 'Cats were unable to stay within the
"He's got desire, a great
top 20 teams.
knack of being in the right place at the
The team did break into the 16, 17,
right time, a lot of intensity, and he is
and 18 spots in the national rankings, but
just a tough kid who will not give you
due to the tight competition in men's
an inch out there," Urquhart said.
collegiate lacrosse, UNH's 7-14 loss to
Urquhart said that his deAdelphi put the 'Cats out of NCAA
fense has agreatnucleus. Both Donepp
play-off competition.
and W9jonovich bring size into the
This year, the goals on the poster said
defense along with quickness and smart
that the 'Cats would make the play-offs,
playing abilities.
·
be one of the top three teams in New
When asked how they feel
England, and have All-American playthe season will progress, the captains
ers. None of these are out of UNH's
said they are a bit optimistic.
reach.
"We've got a good enough
The 'Cats finished third in New
team to be successful, but we have a lot
England last year, with former attack
of players who are untested,"
Mark Botnick making the All-American
Paczkowski said. "We have a veteran
team . . Only 10 other 'Cats have been
defense but a young offense, and I'm
named All-American.
not sure if we have the skill level to
This year's team is a young one. The UNH men's lacros.w team is prepared for the 1992 season. Despite a young offense, coach score goals."
There are only eight seniors, and they Urquhart is confident with his team (TNH file photo).
Urquhart is optimistic of
will have to motivate their team to fill ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ his team's scoring
capabilities. He
the gaping holes left by last year's seniors, ers and see their strengths at this point in the come into play. Chosen by the team, these feels that some of the
older players might
Botnick and Jeff Mechura. Both led the team season.
four men know they will need to motivate have to pick up some of the slack, but he will
with 42 goals and broke the century mark for
"I think we met our expectations," much of the offense because of its youth.
only be sure after UNH's match this weekend
career scoring. They were also named to the Urquhart said. "Basically, we were looking
The defense, on the other hand, is a against Delaware.
All-New England team.
lo one, get out on the field in nice weather so veteran squad, including the four captains:
"I think we are a very strong team that
Who will fill these holes? Junior John wecouldpractice,andsecondly, wegottouse goalie Brian Vona, defensemen Eugene works together well and makes
up a good
Daly will get the nod. After the team's Spring a lot of kids to get all of the clinks out so that Doneppand Scott Wojonovich,andmidfielder unit," Donepp said.
Break trip to Arizona, Daly notched a total of when we open up this weekend, we will Craig Paczkowski.
The 'Cats will have to work hard to do
11 points in UNH's trounces of Arizona State represent ourselves well."
Vona has been waiting to get in net, as this against Delaware. They are already
and the University of Arizona.
If the 'Cats play against Delaware the Stowe Milhouse was in charge of the net last ranked 18 in the nation, and Paczkowski feels
The 'Cats demolished Arizona State 35- same way they played against Arizona, they year. Vona did see some playing time, as he a win against Delaware will get
the season off
1, and shut down the University of Arizona willrepresentthemselvesquitewell. Urquhart posted a 1-1 record in seven appearances.
to a good start.
16-2. This was just perfect for Urquhart. knows that the competition in the East is
Assistant coach Bill Hall, a two-time
Unfortunately for the 'Cats, they will not
Many coaches might not take these sort of much tougher than the West. Thus, the All-American goalie for Denison University, be able to host the Saturday
game due to the
games seriously because of the scoring mar- younger players are not familiar with the hasbeengiven theroleoftrainingthegoalies. condition of the field.
The two teams will
gin, but Urquhart was able to get a good look tighter competition they will soon be facing. He found the decision between Vona, Chris play at MIT at 6:30 p.m.

Cehapd;ri;~y- o;·~~~r •;r~p~h ~~p~~°o;~"iire,
COACH, From page 32

sity of Toronto.
Chapman believes that his situation as
both athletic director and head basketball
coach "is not a unique one." Chapman said
that his administrative duties and priorities to
the team will not conflict.
''The league games are now changed to
Thursday nights and Saturdays, making it
easier when we goon the road," said Chapman.
Chapman will also have the help of other staff
personnel and coaches with "some of the day
to day administrative tasks."
Chapman said he hopes "to develop
the team to be of the same stature as the
football and hockey team:• This is something,
he says, "both the students and the University
can be proud of."

Tom MacDonald, a sophomore member of the basketball team, said the change in
coaches is "really sudden, but I don't really
like to get involved with the coaching aspects.
I think the only thing to do is try to better
ourselves and concentrate on next year."
MacDonald said that "no matter who the
University brings in, I'm sure they'll be fine.
We're really talented and have some of the
best returning talent in the conference."
"Although the coaching will change and
affect us, we have to stay positive,"

and we're going to make some noise in the
conference next year."
Paul Faison, assistant coach of the Wildcats, has been at UNH for three years. "There
is a diversion right now," Faison said, "but
we just need to re-group as a team. Based on
paper (Chapman's) background looks pretty
good."
"Of course it's going to affect the players. It's a way of life," Faison said. "People
constantly go in and out."
"Some of the guys had some feelings,"

MacDonald said.

Faison said, "but they have set goals and want

Team memberChrisO'Connor, said "this
can' be a positive situation. The University
made a decision and we're going to be 100
percent behind coach Chapman."
"Basically," O'Connor said, "we're all
looking forward to playing for coach Chapman

to accomplish them for themselves and the
University. They wouldn't have any reservations about putting out 100 percent"
Chapman met with the basketball team
on Wednesday. "I know the majority of the
players and I think the transition with the
coaches will bea smooth one," said Chapman.

I Lacrosse schedule
March
28 DELAWARE 1 p.m.

April
1 HARTFORD 3 p.m.
4 at Boston College 1 p.m.
11 at St. John's 1 p.m.
15 at UMa~ 3 p.m.
18 ADELPHI 2 p.m.
22 at Brown 3 p.m.
25 PROVIDENCE 2 p.m.
26 DREXEL 2 p.m.
29 HARV ARD 3 p.m.

May
2 at Vermont 2 p.m.
6 DARTMOUTH 3 p.m.
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UNH Women's tennis returns
TENNIS, From page 1
collegiate athletics.
The agreement allows the
University to avoid a possible lawsuit, according to Arthur Bryant,
executive director of Trial Lawyers
for Public Justice, one of the organizations representing the team.
The University cut the women's
tennis team, along with the men's
wrestling team, last July in an attempt to help balance the school's
budget Tennis team members and
their parents contacted New
Hampshire Civil Liberties Union
(NHCLU) Executive Director
Claire Ebel, who contacted Bryant
and Debra Ford, a Portsmouth
lawyer.
Goodwin, a freshman who was
recruited for the tennis team by
UNH, found out the team had been
cut a week before the start of the fall
semester.
"It was so disappointing, she
said. "I felt totally lost. I put down
my racket for the rest of the summer."
Hyde said she found out the
team was being cut three weeks
before school began. "Nobody had
any warning," she said.
"My mom contacted the Civil
Rights Office on campus, who put
her in touch with the NHCLU,"
Hyde said. "It snowballed into a
huge thing and the University ended

while the University athletic program is structured to provide only
32 percent participation by women.
According to Bryant, under the
terms of the agreement:
•UNH will immediately reinstate the women's tennis team,
which will play at least seven
matches this spring. The team's
budget will be no less than it was
last year.
•UNH will develop a longrange plan, to be forwarded to the
UNH president by June 30, to ensure compliance with Title IX. The
students and their lawyers will have
the opportunity to comment on the
plan.
•UNH will not lower total opportunities for women to compete
in intercollegiate sports until the
long-range plan is finalized.
The team began practice
Title IX requires universities Wednesday, sharing coun space
to offer men and women equal with the men's team. Goodwin said
treatment and opportunities to take the women practiced on two courts,
part in intercollegiate sports. Ac- one of which didn't have a net
cording to Bryant, the U.S. Hyde said almost two dozen women
government's interpretation ofTitle have tried out for the team.
Interim head coach Wendy
IX says the ratio of male to female
athletes should be roughly equal to Burnett has a little more than a
the ratio of men to women in the week to get the team ready to play.
Rachel Scott gets ready for the women's tennis season (Tm1 Broadric
student body. The law also says that The team's season will begin April
Staff' photo).
TNH
universities must field women's 4, with an away meet at Vermont.
Last year's head coach, Russ McCurdy can reapply for the head
teams if they are fielding men's All of the five matches the University has been able to schedule so far McCurdy, is coaching the women's coach position next year. "It would
teams in sports that women play.
Bryant said 56 percent of are away meets, Hyde said. The National hockey team in Finland be a shame if he didn't," she said.
next month. According to Hyde, "He's a good coach."
UNH's undergraduates are women season ends April 24.

up paying for it."
Bryant said the agreement
benefited "not only the tennis team.
but had a good long-range affect for
women's athletics."
"It's a giant step for women's
athletics," Hyde said. "Sex discrimination is a huge issue. This
shows you can take action and do
something."
Hyde, who will be playing her
fourth year of UNH tennis, said,
"Even if I didn't get to play I did it
because I want someone else to
have the same experience I had."
Bryant said the negotiations
with the University were amiable.
"The UNH approach to this was
very open-minded."
"UNH was very cooperative,"
Ford said. "It's always positive to
avoid lit 1:... ~tion in these cases."

Hockey season over

Boylan
ousted

HOCKEY, From page 1

BOYLAN, From page 1

In his three years at the helm of
the UNH basketball program,
Boylan had an overall record of 15
wins and 69 losses, and was 8-28 in
the North Atlantic Conference.
"We review performances each
year," said Chapman. "We felt,
given everything as we assessed it,
that it would not be in our best
interest to extend [Boylan's] contract."
''They said to me they want to
win, they want to win now, they
want to put people in the stands and
they felt that we were not doing
that," said Boylan.
The University didn't feel that
Boylan had shown a significant
improvement in his three years as
head coach, according to Chapman.
"We wanted a better win and
loss record, and we wanted to show
significant improvement over what
we'd done the previous year," said
Chapman. "Although we won some
games early this year, the fact remains that we lost 11 out of our last
12, and we ended up seventh place
in the conference."
Boylan felt his team had made
significant improvement and that
the program was moving forward.
"When we came in, we really
had to start from scratch,'' said
Boylan.

•

Former UNH basketball coach Jim Boylan (courtesy photo).
"To come down and say we
"I feel that it's kind of tough for
the freshmen," said Mosadi really didn't make enough progress
Caldwell, a first-year Boylan re- is something I find hard to believe,"
cruit "It's hard for us because we he added.
Boylan said he could not bedon't know Gib yet. It's going to be
lieve the administration did not see
a learning process.
Boylan said he came into the where the program w;is heading.
program in June, and really couldn't ''That's a difficult pill to swallow
recruit that year. He said he has two and it's very disappointing."
Boylan is not sure of what his
recruiting classes in school right
now, and was hoping to get the next move will be, but he is very
opportunity to work with those optimistic.
"I would like to stay in coachplayers.
"Next year looked very, very ing and I'm going to pursue differpromising for us as far as the North ent options, but right now it's difAtlantic Conference, and where we ficult to say what those options will
would be situated and the possibil- be. Hopefully in the not too distant
ity of us really moving up in the future some things will open up for
me," he added.
conference," Boylan said.

of Derksen.
Domenic Amodeo, Savo
Mitrovic and Scott Morrow
pounded away at the puck, but
couldn't get it in the net. The Badgers put the game away with 50
seconds left in the game as Joe
MacDonald glided home an emptynet goal. Third period penalties by
the 'Cats made surges spuratic.
"Although we had a great game
tonight, we had a couple of breakdowns and that is what lost it for
us," said winger Savo Mitrovic.
The game looked good for
UNH in the first period when the
team jumped out to an early 1-0
lead. After Wisconsin committed
two penalties, UNH's 5-on-3 became too strong.
At 6:09, winger Domenic
Amodeo gathered the puck and
passed it to winger Scott Morrow,
who was camped out to the left of
Derksen. Morrow tipped the puck
in for his 30th goal of the year.
Wisconsin fired back, however,
as winger Mike Strobel beat Jeff
Levy between the pads at 8:47 to
knot the game 1-1.
In the second stanza, the two
teams played evenly until winger

Jason Frnm;i~u pul Ll1c Bad0 "'1,3
ahead 2-1 at 9:00. Francisco was
left wide open between the circles,
and he drove home a Jason Zent
pass.
From that point, the second
periodsawbreakdownsforthe 'Cats
as UNH struggled to get quality
shots on Derksen.
"In the second period we had a
couple breakdowns and that was
the toughest part of the game," said
UNH coach Dick Umile. "Overall it
was a good game, two good teams
playing good hockey."
Wisconsin struck again in the
second at 10:14 to go ahead 3-1.
Dan Plant tipped in a centering pass
from Dwayne Moore, who was
fighting off 'Cat defenseman Kent
Schmidtke. The UNH offense was
shut down until 1: 12 was left in the
period. At that point, Jason Dexter
took a picture-perfect pass from
Greg Klym and split the defense to
go in all alone on Derksen. Dexter
fooled the Badger goalie by pulling
the puck to his backhand at the last
second to net the goal. Period two
ended 3-2.
Center Joe Flanagan summed
up the game, "We had a lot of good
qualitiy shots and good
oppoturnities but Derksen stopped
them all."

Women's hockey looks back
on past season with pride
By Michael Hayward
TNH Sports Staff
The Lady 'Cats exemplified many positive
characteristics during a time when a win just
dido 't come easy.
The Wildcats used poise, courage, and
experience to work through a period of time
that was uncharacteristic of their previous
playing style of old; a team that had won the
ECAC championship the year before, and
had played the first half of the season almost
up to their potential with an 8-1 record.
But then the deluge.
Right up from under them came a time in
the season that head coach Russ McCurdy
called a "cycle." It was a cycle where many
of the players had perfonned impressively at
separate times to fonn an uneasy flow of
hockey. Each of those players were swept up
by the cycle at the same time, resulting in
limited success.
Because of this cycle, the Lady 'Cats
dropped to a record of 9-5-2. But McCurdy
understood that his team wouldn't be the
number one reign every year, and he kept that
in perspective.
McCurdy took each game period by period
to find the winning combination, and after
three straight losses and one tie, the Lady
'Cats out-shot St. Lawrence 69-24 to pull off
a close 4-3 win. From that point on, UNH
began to out-skate and out-maneuver their
opponents.
The 'Cats went on to win the remaining
four regular season games, out-shooting their
opponents 167-93. It was at that point in the
season that junior captain Karyn Bye was
hoping her team would be at their peak, and
there it was. The 'Cats had gained the momentum that they needed to start the ECAC
tournament. A totally new season.
UNH hosted Brown at Snively Arena for
the quarter final round. Bye notched her fifth
hat trick of the season, along with a two-goal
performance by freshman sensation Wendy

Tatarouns, to help the 'Cats to a 7-0 postseason outburst.
UNH travelled to Providence to take on the
Huskies of Northeastern in the semifinals. The
Lady 'Cats broke their season tie with the
Huskies with overtime heroics by sophomore
Jocelyn Johnson, leading to a 5-4 UNH win.
Once again, UNH found itself in the championship round, and it wouldn't have been more
fitting than to try to defend their championship
title of two years by defeating the team that
posted a 2-1 record this season versus the 'Cats.
The Friars of Providence.
But the Friars earned a 2-1 win, even after
some late game heroics by senior co-captain
Shawna Davidson who gave the Lady 'Cats
their only goal. Unfortunately for UNH, it
was to no avail. Getting the third straight
championship was halted. But many positive
things came of the season.
Bye was selected to the ECAC All-Star
team as one of the three forwards. This is her
second consecutive appearance on the AllStar team. She finished the season with 25
goals(five hat tricks) and 16 assists. Her
career statistics compile 77 goals and 48
assists for a total of 125 points. Bye will also
be a member of the National team which
leaves for Lake Placid, NY in two weeks.
ECAC premier goalie honors went to junior Erin Whitten for the third straight year.
Erin and senior co-captain Laura Stiles were
recognized as the two top goalies in the
country. Also a National team member,
Whitten finished the season with an impressive .917 save percentage and a 2.40 goals
again. t average. The junior po ted 331 saves
and only allowed 30 goals on the year.
Now the team has to let go of the seniors.
The five that will become UNHalumni, went
out in strong fashion.
McCurdy said Davidson remained one of
the premier defensemen in the ECAC. She
scored eight goals along with 16 assists for 24
points, third best on the team. Her career

statistics finished at 31 goals and 53
assists.
Stiles finished the year with a record
of 5-2-1. She had three shutouts out of
the eight games she played backstop.
She had an impressive 1.7 goals against
average and only allowed 13 goals. Her
save percentage was .928. Not bad after
breaking her thumb and having to rehabilitate to come back and post a winning
record.
After battling mononucleosis,
defensewoman Molly Matthews played
a key role in shutting UNH's opponents
down to only 52 goals on the season. She
missed the first couple of weeks of
practice due to her illness, but she came ILiiiiia•L~
back strong to score three goals and eight Sophomore Sue Mertz was a force for UNHthis
assists for a career total of five goals and season. The 'Cats will look to her for leadership
next year (Nate Rowe/TNH Starr photo).
34 assists.
Forward Dawn Harris kept up to her .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
feisty playing potential this year as she netted assists on the season.
Whitten will be returning next year to see
nine goals and seven assists. It was her third
period heroics third won the game for the if she can pull off her fourth consecutive All'Cats against St. Lawrence which broke them Star selection.
On the offensive end, Tatarouns and
out of their mid-season slump.
And last, but not least, the unsung hero sophomore Sue Merz, both National team
Kelly Thome. She performed her usual work members, will line up with team scoring
habits along with her impressive two-way leader Bye, to help bring UNH back the
playing that included back checking and of- championship trophy. Tatarouns finished her
fensive pressure. She finished the year with freshman year with 10 goals and 11 assists.
only one goal, but she had eight assists for a Merz had seven goals and a team-leading 19
assists.
career total of six goals and 29 assists.
Johnson, sophomore Dawn Thibodeau,
Although these seniors are leaving big
gaps in McCurdy's game plan, he saw a and junior Lisa Bent also had a strong 1991number of players this year who will be more 1992 season. Combined they had 23 goals
and 12 aL i ts.
h le .
than capable enough to fill th
Looking back on the season, McCurdy
Junior Colleen Coyne had a very strong
showing this year as a defenseman. McCurdy saw it as a building period for the future. It
feels that she should have gotten a better look was a season to give many of the younger and
during the ECAC All-Star selection process, less experienced players a chance to play key
but she will probably give opponents mi- roles. A chance to get a taste of what was in
graine headaches with her aggressive at- store for them in the future.
As far as McCurdy can see, the future
tacking abilities. She is also a member of the
very bright.
looks
11
and
goals
National team. She had four

Women's lax ready for '92 season
By Joan Schultz
TNH Sports Staff
After ending the regular season with
a 10-0-1 record and finishing third in the
nation in the NCAA Final Four tournament
last spring, this year's women's lacrosse
squad is looking again to reach NCAA
tournament play.
The team is led by Margie Anderson,
who has been coaching at UNH for seven
years. Anderson was a member of the U.S.
lacrosse team for nine years and has played
in the last two World Cups.
Anna Hill, assistant coach and 1991
graduate ofUNH, is now a memberof the
U.S. lacrosse squad looking to get to the
1993 World Cup in Scotland.
Although losing key players like Hill
(career 92 goals, 29 assists) and Liz
Brickley (UNH's all-time leading scorer
with 112goals,67 assists),Anderson thinks
that this year's team fill the gap.
Returning startersAlitaHaytayan (23
goals, 17 assists last year), Laura Clark
(14 goals, 5 assists), Dianne McLaughlin
( 11 goals, 8 assists), goalie Christa Hansen
(81 saves) and defenders Lori Geromini,
Jamie Hair, and Kim Tombarelli are what
Anderson foresees as "the glue holding
together this year's team." Anderson believes sophomores Mandy Kernan, Toni

Felini, and junior Cindy Provencher, "will
add to the team's strength."
"The difference between last year's
team and this year's team," Anderson said,
"is night and day - there are totally different players, strengths and weaknesses,
and it will definitely be an entirely different game. Last year's team was very strong
and this year's team is also strong. We
have the potential to do very well."
The team's first game of the season is
against Yale.
"Yale is the only team that has beaten
UNH two years in a row," said Anderson.
"We're hoping to do well against them."
Anderson also has set her sights on beating powerhouses such as Harvard, Temple,
and Penn State."
UNH had its first scrimmage at Boston College on March 5, winning three out
of three 30 minute games. The team spent
its spring break practicing in Bermuda.
"We need to work out the kinks in our
defense," said Anderson, "but other than
that, we adjusted very quickly to the outdoor game." Anderson was pleased at the
results of the scrimmage as the scoring
came from a number of different players.
''The players are very team oriented,"
said Anderson.

The women's lac~ team lost star Liz Brickley to graduation last season, but coach
Margie Anderson is confident that this year's squad can fdl the void. This season is
scheduled to get underway this wekend (TNH file photo).
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Amodeo gets respect

•

Not many hockey players could
be compared to Rodney
Dangerfield, but Domenic Amodeo
comes close. I'm not speaking of
skating similarities. This matter
regards (what else?) respect.
While Amodeo's credentials
speak for themselves, this Wildcat
has been often overshadowed by
other performers in the midst of a
spectacular season.
Consider this: Amodeo leads
UNH in scoring with 67 points, the
sixth most ever in New Hampshire
history. He was awarded the first
ever "Hockey East Player of the
Month" in November when he
guided the 'Cats to a red hot 8-0
start. More impressively, he's scored

at least one point in 20 consecutive
games now (39 during the span).
Despite the numbers, Amodeo was
left off the ballot among Hockey
East's ehte when Scott Morrow was
the only 'Cat named to the AllHockey East second team at the end
of the regular season.
Amodeo 's opponents would
disagree with me over the respect
issue- he's embarrassed some of
the nation's top players on ice. His
name is sure to be brought up in
pregame lockerroom talks and he's
never left off scouting reports.
"It's my senior year and basically I've just been trying to have
the best year I could possibly have,
not that I haven't tried the same way
in the past," says Amodeo.
Amodeo derived his success
with the help of three other seniors
who are also putting up career
numbers this season. It's not hard to
get lost in the shuffle when you play
on a team with Scott Morrow, Savo
Mitrovic, and Joe Flanagan. In
search of the NCAA title, this veteran bunch of forwards has been a
coach's dream come true.
"I think we came in a little
more focused," says Amodeo. "I
think we're contributing more on

the ice as well as off the ice because
we 're showing the younger guys
the way."
With the season wincling down,
Amodeo's future in hockey is far
from limbo. Savo Mitrovic, property
of the Pittsburgh Penguins, claims
the NHL will have a "bidding war"
over Amodeo. As a free agent,
Amodeo may be holding the best
card hand of all. He's in the same
situation as Maine 'sJ ean-YvesRoy,
and says, "Now that we're free
agents, we' re at an advantage right
now."
After Amodeo's stint at the
Boston Garden al 'HockeyFest' in
the league play-offs, any doubts of
his talent level were quickly extinguished for nonbelievers. His style
is unique. "I'm not in the Brett Hull
mode where I'm just a shootertype,
and I'm notlikeAdam Oates where
I just set up plays," said Amodeo.
UNH fans have seen him play
the point to perfection, block shots
and back-check as well as lead the
power-play attack. He's a team
catalyst and is heavily relied on in
key situations.
Lump these features together
and the "Amodeo Mode" is one
style hard to miss.

Domenic Amodeo leads the Wildcats in scoring with 67 points this
year and earned Hockey East player of the month honors this season
(Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).

Greg Klym plays key
role in 'Cats success
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Greg Klym bas been a quiet leader this year for the Wildcats by
setting an example on the ice (Nate Rowe/fNH Staff photo).

By Chris York
TNH Sports Staff
You might call Greg Klym the
blue-collarguyon the UNHhockey
team. Every game, every shift, every practice, Klym pushes himself
to the maximum.
"He's Mr. Consistency," said
coach Dick Umile. "Every night he
comes to play, he quietly does his
job, and this year he hasn't scored
as many goals as he clid last year,
but he's a guy that is very coachable
and always comes to play. He's a
good forechecker and a smart
hockey player."
This season, Klym, a junior,
has quietly amassed six goals and
15 assists for a point total of 21.
When Klym is on the ice he is
everywhere. He is constantly harassing his opponents and chasing
the puck.
"I think I've done that all my
life," said Klym. "I've always been
a hustler, a hard worker. My dad's
taught me all my hockey career that

if I work hard things will work out
for you. When I slack off I feel as if
I'm cheating myself out there.
There's something in my head that
when I'm out there I'm always going
for the puck. The only way to make
things happen out there is to work
hard and if you're slacking things
aren't going to come your way."
Klym, a Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario native, began skating at the
age of four. As a youngster Klym
looked up to Bobby Orr, but came
to follow Wayne Gretzsky as he
was developing his skills in junior
hockey.
"Gretzsky played in my home
town," said Klym. "He played junior
hockey for the Sault Ste. Marie
Greyhounds when he was 15 and
that was his first step into pro
hockey."
Klym played two seasons with
the Strafford, Ontario team of Canadian junior hockey, where he was
captain and leading scorer. He also
broke the team's point record. Umile

immediately scooped him up.
"Strafford produces a lot of kids
that go to colleges," said Klym. "I
knew I wanted to go on scholarship
somewhere, and my second year
there [in Ontario] I came on a recruiting trip to UNH and I liked
what I saw."
Klym has risen this season as a
quietleaderon the team. He gets his
job done and the younger players
notice.
"They see what you do out
there and if you're working hard,
especially if you're getting the ice
time, they're saying 'that's what
I· ve got to do to get out there' and
you do feel a little bit like a role
model," said Klym.
This weekend the 'Cats face a
tough schedule in the NCAAs and
Klym will be a key factor for the
'Cats.
"He's part of that junior class,
and that junior and senior class has
the experience of playing in the
Hockey East finals and he knows
what it takes," said Umile.

UNH gymnastics host the ECAC
tournament Saturday, March 28 at 6 p.m.
Seven teams compete for top honors.
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Gyinnasts prepare to
host ECA C tourney
Seven teams to compete for top honors
By Kate Scaletti
TNH Sports Staff
The Wildcat gymnasts, who
returned from spring break with a
14-7 record, are looking to beat topseeded Towson State in the ECAC
Championships tomorrow night.
On March 18, UNH travelled
to Alabama for a dual meet against
Auburn, where the team placed
second with a score of 187 .5. Then,
it was on to Penn State, where the
'Cats placed third out of four teams
with a 188.55.
Lori Brady earned the top allaround score for UNH in both meets,
taking first at Auburn (38.75), and
fourth at Penn State (38.55).
At Auburn, Brady took first on

vault with a 9.9, tied for first on the Pittsburgh ( 184.51 ), and Northeastbars (9.75) and tied for first with ern University (182.57). The UniKim Smith on the floor, matching a versity of Vermont, Yale Universchool record of 9.8. Amy Dowd sity, and the University of Pennsylplaced third on the bars with a 9.7. vania will be represented by allBrady also took first on vault at around and specialist gymnasts.
Penn State with another 9.9, and
Towson State has won the
tied for second on bars and floor championships e.very year since
with a 9.8.
1987, and is favored again this year.
The ECAC Championships The Wildcats will be striving to
will be held in Lundholm Gymna- regain the Eastern Conference title
sium and will feature seven teams. they held from 1984-1986.
The 'Cats are seeded second in the
The competition will begin at 7
meet with a qualifying score of p.m. Ticket prices are $5 for adults,
187.9. The team will be competing $3 for children and UNH students,
against Towson State (191 .3),James and are on sale in the Field House.
Madison (186.82), William and Tickets will be on sale tomorrow
Mary (186.58), University of night beginning at 6 p.m.
Maryland (185.11), University of

The UNH gymnastics teamplaced second at Alabama and third at
Penn State over spring break. The Wildcats will host the ECAC
tournament this Saturday (Nate RoweffNH Staff photo).

NAC coaches say Boylan showed improvement
COACH, From page 32

say. And I say, "Why Not?"
glimmer of hope being renewed in many
Boylan was a three-year assistant coach basketball fans. Although the team faded in
players. Even some UNH basketball fans, to Jud Heathcoate at Michigan State before the second half of the season, losing 11 out of
who extend well beyond the boundaries of he was given the opportunity to carry the their last 12, it was this past season that the
the campus, were disappointed.
torch of a fading program.
Wildcats started out strong and improved in
But is three years a reasonable amount of
Boylan left a job at Michigan State that the conference(a major term in the original
time to give a man to turn around a program couldn't have been all that bad and came to contract) and did not finish in the cellar.
that was not all that successful to begin with the University of New Hampshire to rekindle
And this past season was the last one
when he got here? There are some who the flame. Boylan took the torch, its wick Boylan would see of what he had tarted to
strongly feel that it is not enough time, given soaking and withered, and slowly started to create, possibly a very good, competitive
the amount of(or lack of, depending on how bring new life to that ever-so-slowly dying basketball program, something that those
you look at it) resources to work with.
people with all of the pushBut Men's Athletic Director Gib
and-pull on this campus
Chapman, who just happened to be named
wanted.
the replacement for Boylan after the univerAnd it would have been
sity was put under a hiring freeze by Presinext season when the team
dent Nitzschke, seems to think so.
would be dominated by
"There was a complete review done, as
Boylan's recruits, a team that
we do on all our programs, and based upon
he thought would be on the
that, we felt it was best not to extend the
verge of doing something.
contract," Chapman said. "He was given a
Boylan recruited four freshthree year contract when he came in and he
men last season and they were
understood what the tenns of the contract
considered the leaders of the
meant."
team in some respects. Three
So Boy Ian is axed and Mr. Chapman
of the top four scorers on the
steps in and fills the vacancy. It was conveteam were freshmen and the
nient ,but I'm sure that it was economically
top rebounder th1 year was
beneficial for the University as well.
also a freshman. The e playI talked to Mr. Chapman during spring
ers stood out as leaders in only
break shortly after Boylan was kicked off the
their first year of playing Diship but before Chapman was named as new
vision I basketball.
head coach.
Boylan knew the direction
"I think that anytime you have to let
in which he wanted to travel
someone go, it's not a happy decision. I hired
but those travel plan were cut
him and I'm, unfortunately, the one that had
shortafterthe Umversitytook
to let him go," Chapman said. "We'll just
away his traveler ' checks.
take applications and see what comes in. I
The rug that Bo) Ian wiped his
think it will move a lot faster than when we
feet on every day after a hard
hired Jim because I've been here a number of
day's work was ripped out
years now. I understand the conference. I
from underneath him, placing
know what we need."
him on his butt and blowing
Who thought that what the university
out
the torch.
UNH hoopsters will see a changing of the guard as
needed was for him to be named new nead
Chapman replaces Boylan (Nate
Staff photo).
shock of th is fall ech,.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _RoweffNH
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, oedThe
coach?
throughout the region,
Please, I'm not saying that Mr. Chapman flame.
startling many in the local basketball comwouldn't make a good basketball coach, beGranted, he won five games his first year munity, as well as those throughout the North
cause he does have an extensive and suc- here and only three games during his sopho- Atlantic Conference.
cessful, basketball coaching background.
more season, but it was this past year that the
Tom Brennan, head coach of intrastate
My beef is why not extend Boylan 's team won seven games, the first time in many rival Vermont, sympathizes with Boylan becontract after the three years, despite the not- years that you could count the number of cause he was close to being in the same
so-impressive record? Why not give him the victories on more than one hand.
predicament as his counterpart when he first
benefit of the doubt since the team did make
And it was this past season that the wick became head coach of the Catamounts.
new strides this year? Why ask why, you may started to dry up and the flame brightened, a
Brennan and his team had won only one
more game in the first three years than did
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Boylan and his crew. But the University of
Vennonts' senior people dido 't can Brennan.
Instead, they extended his contract and shortly
thereafter, the team became one of the top
powerhouses in the conference. They had
confidence in him and he didn't let them
down. In short, they gave him the time he
needed to turn a program around.
"I think the whole thing absolutely stinks.
It is a tremendous blackmark against UNH
and one that will remain with them for a long
time," Brennan said. "First you have to learn
to crawl before you can walk, and then you
can start to run. That program was on its way
to running. I could see that because they beat
us twice this year."
Brennan was not the only coach around
the league that felt this way. Other NAC
coaches echoed the same thoughts.
"It was kind of a surprise to me. It is real
unfortunate because they were on the verge
of doing something good there. They had a
good foundation to work with. (Boylan)
didn't have enough time to go on with it and
that's the unfortunate part." -Rudy Keeling,
University of Maine.
"It was unfair that (Boylan) got let go. I
don't think three years is enough time to tum
a program around, not in this day and age. He
had them going in the right direction."-Bill
Herron, Drexel University.
"It just doesn't seem right. There is
something wrong when you fire a guy after
his team had showed sign of improvement.
We are all accountable for wins and losses
,but it's a shame when you can't build on
something that was headed in a positive direction." -Karl Fogel, Northeastern University.
I am in agreement with these coaches. I
really don't think that Boylan was given
ample time to tum around an already-fading
program. Some people that I have talked to
have agreed with me and then again, there are
others who have not. Whatever your opinion
on the matter may be, if you were faced with
turning a mole hill into a mountain, could you
do it in three years with limited resources at
your disposal?
I just wish the best of Iuck to the future of
UNH basketball ,but most of all I wish the
best of luck to Jim Boylan and his family.
They are the ones who got hurt the most
throughout this whole ugly situation.
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Boylan out, Chapman in
Athlet ic direct or
appoi nted to
baske tball
coach ing job

NAC coaches
say three years
not enough for
Jim Boylan
OPINION
by Rob Henderson
TNH Sports Staff
Three years ago, the University of New
Hampshire handed over the men's basketball
coaching torch to newcomer Jim Boylan and told
him to run with it. Boylan graciously took a strong
hold on the torch, which was close to being
extinguished at the time, and went on his way,
albeit slowly at first
Evidently, it was just a little too slow for
"those in charge", even though Boylan, with the
help of his staff and players, started to pick up the
pace a bit.
Those in charge ever so graciously gave
Boylan the fire extinguisher that he was hoping
wou!d never come and put out the fire just when
the flame seemed to be getting brighter. This
ended a three-year stint and doused the fire of
hope that burned within Boylan, his staff,and
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Late comeback not
enough for 'Cats
By Bryan Mitchell
TNH Sports Staff
The UNH women's basketball
team refused to be disgraced at the
end of a great season.
In the true spirit of a team that
never quits, UNH, which had been
down by 25 points with 15 minutes
left to play in its semifinal game
against the University of Maine,
stormed back within six points with
two minutes left. Unfortunately,
the Black Bears held on to their
advantage and outlasted the 'Cats
74-65.
This was the first time in years
that UNH advanced to the North
Atlantic Conference semifinals. The
Wildcats travelled to the University
of Vennont and played Maine on
Friday the13th.
The Wildcats probably believed
the superstition that Friday the 13th
is a day filled with bad luck and evil
spirits, because UNH was cursed
with ice-cold shooting and a red hot
Maine offense in the first half.

"I don't know what happened
to us," said junior Deb Russell. "We
came out cold, and Maine came out
smoking. I think that the red hot
Maine offense even discouraged us
more as the first half progressed."
The Wildcats finished the dismal first half down by 17 points
with Laura Seiden scoring 13 of a
UNH season-low 21 first half points.
Head coach Kathy Sanborn
made some changes at halftime and
started the second half with her
pressing unit consisting of regular
starters Marcie Lane and Sue Ryan,
and a strong set of reserves made up
of Russell, Meaghan Lane, and
Karyn McCoy.
It looked as if the UNH curse
was getting worse when Maine
compiled a 25 point lead early in the
second half. However, the 'Cats
dug in on defense, and worked on
getting the ball inside to Russell,
who scored 19 of her team high 21
points in the second half.
"I think I was possessed," said

By Joan Schultz
TNH Sports Staff
UNH men's athletic director Gib Chapman
was named head coach of the men's basketball
program Tuesday night, only one week after Jim
Boylan was let go.
After a University-wide hiring freeze was put
in place March 23, President Dale Nitzschke
appointed Chapman as coach.
Nitzschke said "it was an ideal situation" to
appoint Chapman because the University could
give the job to someone already in the athletics
department, given the school's financial constraints. UNH would also oenefit from Chapman'
coaching abilities, he said.
Chapman served as director of athletics and
head basketball coach at four universities and
won 16 championships in the Canadian
Interuniversity Athletic Union (CIAU), two
Ontario East Division titles, and was named Coach
of the year in 1987-88 and 1988-89 at the Univer-

Russell. "I was playing very inspired, plus Maine's big people were
in foul trouble so I could post up
down low well."
UNH's hope for a victorious
comeback only came within six
points of Maine. UNH tried fouling
the Black Bears in the last two minutes hoping they would miss their
free throws, but the strong Maine
team held its composure and earned
the right to meet the University of
Vermont in the championship game.
"It was an unbelievable effort
by the whole team," said Sanborn.
"If we had only been down by 10
points, we might of had a chance."
"I am very proud of the team,"
said co-captain Ryan. "Our play in
the second half was representative
of how we played all season long."
UNH advanced to the semifinal game by beating Northeastern
University at home 66-49 the Tuesday before spring break.

